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ABSTRACT
TO SHIFT OR NOT TO SHIFT: MAXIMIZING THE EFFICIENCY OF A WIRELESS
SENSOR NETWORK USING MULTIPLE SINKS
By Chabli Boler
August 2011

Energy efficiency is a vital part of wireless sensor networks (WSN). Using
correct techniques, we can improve the overall data throughput of the network and,
at the same time, cut down the cost of running it. The efficient utilization of the life
of the sensor node in a WSN is a critical problem. This is a problem since the sensor
nodes closest to the sink node expend more energy because they send more
messages, mostly for routing, than any other node on the network.
This decreases the life of those sensor nodes and will lead to dead spots in
the network. Having dead spots in the network lead to the eventual isolation of the
sink node from various parts of the network. This isolation occurs if the node that is
dying has no viable backups to reconnect to the sink on the network. We attempt to
solve the problems of the WSN by distributing multiple sink nodes around the
sensor field. This will enable us to utilize the network at its maximal capacity as the
sensor nodes start to die off because of energy depletion, interference from nearby
objects, or some type of mechanical failure. By adding multiple sink nodes, we will
be able switch between the various sink nodes and choose the sink node that will
yield the optimal network coverage after the initial sink node is no longer viable to
service the network or cannot service the network optimally.
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We will be exploring the switching of sink nodes in three ways. First we will
switch the sink node when we can no longer reach 85% of the network. The second
thing we will try to do is keep the network optimal by always using the sink node
that has the farthest network reach. Finally, we will use a combination of highest
percentage of network coverage combined with the highest areas of node density on
the network to derive the optimal use of the network. This is a technique in which
we have created called the Cluster Algorithm for Sink Selection (CASS). With these
techniques we intend to extend the life of the network and also keep the cost of the
network down.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In this thesis, we will be discuss wireless sensor networks and explore a way
to improve their throughput using multiple sinks. The goal is to improve the lifetime
in such a way that we try to get closer to the maximal lifetime of the sensor node by
allowing the network to function as it would in a single node network then once a
certain percentage of the network dies (inaccessible) we switch to a new sink. This
will allow us to get closer to the maximal lifetime of the network by utilizing once
under utilized sensor nodes and at the same time making the role of previously
frequently used nodes less and extending their lifetime from less frequent use.
We will begin in Chapter 2 to by explaining what a wireless senor network is
and how it is used. We will also give an example of the best places to use them.
In Chapter 3 we discuss various research that is relevant to the field and the range
of the thesis. They will be alternative methods of using multiple sinks in a sensor
network.
In Chapter 4 we discuss various arguments that will show the relevance of
the research into this new method.
In Chapter 5, the method used to improve functionality will be broken down
and described. We will first go into an overview of the overall network setup then
we will describe the algorithms of the sink and the sensor nodes. Lastly we will talk
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about the method of message routing and the heuristic for the switching of sinks in
more detail.
In Chapter 6, we will discuss the results from the new method of extending
the functionality of the network and compare the results to the lifetime of a
standard network.
In Chapter 7, plans for future work will be laid out in the hopes of extending
this method even further.
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CHAPTER 2
ABOUT WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS

2.1 Definitions
A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a network that is usually utilized to
gather environmental data. While the network can be utilized for other functions
this is the most frequently function of a WSN. WSNs are mostly deployed in areas,
which have no infrastructure at all. Such areas are remote areas not accessible by
normal transport, or areas of natural devastation. When this is the case a typical
way of deploying the sensor nodes is for them to be dropped from an airplane [2].
Once these networks are deployed they are for the most part self-sustaining. A WSN
in comprised of a main node, which is called the Sink node, and many low cost
sensor nodes that will route data back to the sink node once it is gathered.

Figure 2.1: Single Sink Wireless Sensor Network.
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The sink node of the network has many functions. The sink node usually has
what we could consider to be an infinite power source. The sink node also has a
connection to some sort of network other that the sensor network. This network can
be a privately built secure network just for the organization using the network or it
can be the Internet. This will allow the organization monitoring the sink to send
various tasks to the sink to be carried out, view any data that has been gathered by
the sink, and also check the status of the network. The sink contacts the sensor
nodes via a wireless medium. This can be radio, infrared, or optical media [1].
The sensor nodes in the network preform very basic functions since they
themselves are on a finite power source. Also because of this finite power source the
radio range of a sensor is limited. The sensor nodes can be setup to gather such data
as temperature, humidity, air pressure, wind speed, etc. Once a sensor gathers this
data it sends this data back to the sink to be processed. Since the sensor has limited
radio range, if it is not in the vicinity of the sink then it has to send its data to
another sensor node who is in its range and is closer to the sink and this process
keeps going until the data reaches the sink.
The sink is responsible for setting up the network in such a way that the
nodes know the path to take to get data back to it. The sink can usually do this by
flooding the network with some sort of setup message before the first message is
passed. This is what makes the WSN self-sustaining. If there are any new additions
to the WSN then it will send out a message to all nodes closest to it to make its
presents known and the network will adapt and include it. Also if an node dies from
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power exhaustion then the network will try to compensate by rerouting the routes
of affected nodes to that they don’t lose contact with the sink.
Since the networks are so adaptable and dynamic this is what makes them
perfect for data gathering in remote locations.

2.2 Example Applications of a Wireless Sensor Network

Great Duck Island
As mention earlier there are many uses in areas with little to no
infrastructure to gather data about that area. One such example of this is a study
that was done to study the affects of a WSN in a real life habitat monitoring
situations. In the summer of 2002, 43 nodes were deployed on a small island off the
coast of Maine [3]. Once they deployed the network they were able to analyze
multiple items such as light, temperature, humidity, pressure, and infrared
radiation. Biologist then used these pieces of data to study the environment in a
more consistent manner than previously allowed. This also presented and
opportunity to study the environmental affects on the sensor nodes in the
environment. Using this study they were able to study the various affects on sensors
when exposed to high levels of humidity with various forms of protective covering.

ALERT (Automated Local Evaluation in Real-Time)
ALERT (Automated Local Evaluation in Real-Time) is a WSN used by The
National Weather Service. It is used to provide real-time rainfall and water level
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information to measure the possibility of flooding [4]. The sensors in this system
are water-level sensors, wind sensors, and temperature sensors. The method uses
line of sight radio communication form the sensor sites to the base station (sink) [4]
and then the data is processed to calculate the probability of an event happening.
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CHAPTER 3

RELEVANT RESEARCH

Adding multiple sinks to a sensor network is not a new idea. This concept has
been explored before but with different ideas in mind. All use some form of multiple
sinks with a WSN [5,6,7].
In Chen et al. [5], the authors deploy multiple sinks in a WSN to give a
network a means of sending data to any sink at any time with all sinks being active
on the network. They Have comprised a method based upon a Breath First search to
uses the sensor nodes energy in a consistent manner. Using this method the authors
can distribute the data flow of the network. If you distribute the flow then you don’t
use the same nodes as often in the network. This leads to a longer life of particular
node who would have died quickly in a single sink network since they have a
smaller message passing responsibility.
In Das and Dutta [6] the authors use multiple sink nodes in the WSN. In this
method they develop and algorithm to find the shortest path for each node to the
closet sink in the network. Using this they cut out more wasted energy consumption
that would be taken up by message passing and have that energy to use for sending
data in the future. This method also provides an estimated energy savings analysis
using the algorithm. Like my own method they consider a random network
placement model. They have also show how that can be moved to a more efficient
grid model of the network in which they choose the placement of all items.
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In Vincze et al. [7], the authors study energy saving s in a WSN by using
multiple sinks and also being able to move those sinks in order to save energy in the
sensor node. They suggest deploying the sink nodes in a coordinated manner in
which they would do analysis on the sensor nodes then decide the optimal location
to place the multiple sinks. As the sinks are being placed they will try to assure that
the sensor nodes can get to the sinks in a very limited amount of hops. This will
allow the sinks to last long. Since they will be deciding where to place the sinks they
also allow for moving the sinks later on to re-optimize the network flow.
All methods that have been mentioned here us the same principle, they use
the shortest path to the closest sink. They use this method to focus on energy saving
to get the most out of all the sensor nodes in the WSN. The problem with these
methods is that they must use some sort of localization in order to figure what the
approximate shortest path is. The goal of all of our solutions is to get closer to the
maximum lifetime of a sensor node while getting valuable data from the network. In
turn this will cut down on extra computational complexity that may have to be in
the sink node to try to guess its own location.

Figure 3.1: Multi-Sink Wireless Sensor Network.
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CHAPTER 4

ARGUMENTS

4.1 Adding Multiple Sinks

Since our goal here is to get the maximal usage and efficiency from the network, we
propose using multiple sinks to get maximal network usage and extend the life of
the network as a whole by trying to reach the maximal life span of a sensor node.
The maximal lifetime that we wish to reach will be a finite time between

0 < Sr < Sm

Where Sr is the runtime of a sensor node and Sm is the maximum time a sensor node
can live with its basic operations. The closer we can get to Sm while getting valuable
data from the network then the longer the network will live. While it is not feasible
to get to sm , since that would mean the network is not sending any data, the closer
we get to this then the longer the network will last.
We will do this by not trying to find the shortest path, but instead will allow
the sink to function as if it were on a single sink network then shift when a certain
percentage of the network has been lost due to interference or energy depletion of
sensor nodes.
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Our network will be step to be completely random. The random positions
will not only be for sensor nodes but for the sink nodes as well. The random
positions will help us generalize the setup so that it can be adapted for all scenarios.
By using multiple sinks it will increase the message throughput of the entire
network. One of the things that will happen with a single sink is that you can get
completely cut off from a portion of the network.

Figure 4.1: Lost Nodes in a Wireless Sensor Network.
Once this happens you have perfectly good nodes that have data that cannot
be processed by the sink node. Instead of losing all of this data you can simply
switch sinks so that the lost portion of the network can have a chance to send this
data. The sink shift will happen once the network hits a desired loss rate. Once that
rate is hit the current sink will then contact the sinks that still have nodes around
them and use a custom heuristic that was created by us for the purpose for selecting
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the next sink that will increase our throughput. This heuristic is called CASS (Cluster
Algorithm for Sink Selection).

Figure 4.2: Regained Access to Lost Nodes in Wireless Sensor Network.
CASS was created to maximize the throughput by selecting the sink that has
the largest network reach. CASS will be outlined in Chapter 5. The rest of the nodes
that were connected to the previous sink will do one of two things. If they can be
reached then those sensor nodes will be rerouted to the new sink. If not the sensor
nodes, with there remaining energy, will enter a state of just listening in which they
will consume energy and be closer to the max lifetime of the node with the
remaining energy left until it is contacted for use by another sink.
For control purposes we will compare CASS against a heuristic that just uses
the furthest sink and we will compare the throughput and overall lifetime of both
methods compared to a single sink non-shifting WSN.
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CHAPTER 5

SIMULATION SETUP

5.1 Network Setup

The simulation will be ran on the Microsoft Windows operating system. The
simulation is coded in C++ using Microsoft Visual Studio 2010. All source code can
be found in the Appendix.
The network setup for he simulation will be as follows. We will have n sinks
with k sensors. The transmission media will be simulated using a message passing
class that is created to process all nodes at particular time interval simultaneously.
We will use the CASS heuristic to determine the next sink in which to shift.
In order to get consistent results we will be running numbers for randomness only
once. With a large list of random numbers which will range from 0-99 (sensor node
ID) we will be able to make the results reproducible with the same network setup by
removing the random data gathering from the sensor and we use our file of random
numbers to decide when the sensors send data. Using this method we can compare
various heuristics for the same network setup with the same depletion pattern as a
single sink network.
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5.2 Sink Node Setup

The sink node will be main focal point of the network. The sink node is
responsible for gathering the data. It will do this by establishing a network in which
the sensor nodes can create routes and links to each other in order to get the data
back to the sink.
The Sink will do this by first flooding the network with a setup message. This
setup message will be passed to each sensor node in the network. Once each node
has had this setup message they will contact the sink and let them know the path the
setup message took to get to them. By doing this the sink node will be able to
establish a Tree in which it will be the root and know how to contact each node in
the network that is in range of at least one other node who can reach the sink
(Figure 5.1). From here on out the sink will gather the data then do any appropriate
calculations or sending of the data to the required contacts in an organization or the
world using its connection the Internet. Once a sensor node in the network dies, the
sink will be contacted before its death and will then update the network tree to
remove any branches that are no longer valid. If another node is chosen by the
active sensors around the dying sensor then the new sensor will send up its id as the
replacement and the sink will then reinstate the removed branches but attached to
the new sensor node.
If a certain percentage of the network is lost and it does not correct itself in a
certain amount of network cycles then the sink node will then test to see if it meets
the shift sink network life ratio. If it does not, then it will just keep going until this
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ratio is met then the sink will then implement CASS. Once CASS has ran then the sink
will decide using maximum network reach as the criteria if it will shift to another
sink or stay with the current sink.

Figure 5.1: Sink Node Network View.
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5.2.1 CASS (Cluster Algorithm for Sink Selection)
CASS was created in order to choose the sink node that will give you the
maximum amount of exposure to the biggest portions of the network. CASS works
based upon clusters of sensor nodes. A cluster contains at least three sensor nodes.
The clusters will be determined using the tree view (Figure 5.1) of the network that
is generated by the sink. This is generated on the sink setup phase. Once the tree is
setup CASS will traverse down the tree and make note of all parents that have at
least two children (Figure 5.2). Next, the algorithm will combine any clusters whose
parent is a child of another cluster. This will make them one whole cluster (Figure
5.3). Then the algorithm will look to see if any cluster has sufficient access to
another cluster. We will define sufficient access by saying they have at least two
pathways or links to another cluster (Figure 5.5). We define a pathway by saying
that if one cluster has a sensor that contains a child, neighbor, or parent that is a
part of the comparing branch in the tree then that is one qualifying pathway. If this
is true and you do have two pathways then those two clusters will be combined into
one cluster (Figure 5.4). Once the clusters have been established we can then
calculate the reach of the cluster. This is done by taking the size of a cluster and
assigning it a weight. This weight will allow the sink selection to be more directed at
bigger clusters. The reason we want bigger clusters is a bigger cluster will have
sufficient re routing ability and will allow for less sink shifts in the long run. Once
this is calculated the algorithm will then use the amount of children a particular sink
has as a smaller weighted value. The theory here is that the more children you have
then the more parts of the network you can potentially access without shifting to a
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new sink. Finally the algorithm will then take the sensors who are not in any cluster
and count them as a single point into the reach total. Once this calculation is finished
the sink that has the highest reach total will be the next sink that will become active
for the network.
Network Reach:
I = current sink
CR(I) = # Nodes contained in clusters reachable by I
CN(I) = # Child nodes of I
SN(I) = # of single nodes (not in a cluster) reachable by I
Formula:
Network Reach = CR(I) * 1.33 + CN(I) * 1.2 + SN(I)
Example:
Sink 1 will yield a reach value of 4*1.33 + 1*1.2 + 4 = 10.52
Sink 2 will yield a reach value of 8*1.33 + 3*1.33 + 1*1.2 + 5 = 20.83
Sink 2 can be off any single node on the lower half of the network view (Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.2: Stage 1 CASS.
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Figure 5.3 Stage 2 CASS
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Figure 5.4 Stage 3 CASS (Dashed Lines Denote Pathways)
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Figure 5.5: Top View of CASS Example Network (Dashed lines Denote pathways).

5.3 Sensor Node Setup

We have based the sensor node off of the IRIS mote built by MEMSIC. It is a
low power 2.4 GHZ module that has a 500 meter line of sight range without any
amplification [8]. The sensor nodes will start by being placed randomly on a 100 x
100 grid. This will simulate them being thrown from a plane. Once these nodes hit
the ground they will start sending hello messages to each node around them. This
will allow them to know who all there neighbors are. Some time after the sink will
send them a setup message in which they will see whom the message came from
and the path it took to get there in order to know how to get back to the sink. After a
path to the sink has been established then the sensor nodes are now able to send up
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any data they collect during their lifetime. The sensor nodes will have a 5% chance
of sending up data each second (or whatever the time period specified.). The sensor
nodes will also function as message passers since the range of the radio for each
sensor is limited. In our simulation case we us 15 units. The message passing of the
sensor nodes will be based upon the same tree that is setup by the sink. Each sensor
node only knows about its parent and its children. It also knows suitable backups in
case of failure.

5.4 Data Transfer (Routing)

Since the simulation has to pass messages from one node to another we will
simulate a wireless medium. We will do this by processing each sink and sensor
node. After all nodes have had one run cycle then the Data transfer system will go to
each node and take the message from that node and send it to the appropriate node
or sink in the network. Once this process is completed then that will represent one
iteration of the network. Afterwards the process will start over and continue to loop
until there is no communication on the network due to energy exhaustion or
interference.
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CHAPTER 6

RESULTS

The simulation was run in three different ways twice with varying sensor
node initial starting levels. The first time we ran the simulation was to establish a
base. This base is the lifetime and the total amount of messages to arrive to the sink
while using this network. The initial sensor power level was set at 100 joules. The
second time the network was ran using multiple sinks and using the CASS heuristic
to decide the next sink to activate on the network. The last time the network was
ran we used a heuristic that would basically select the sink furthest from the current
sink to be the next sink to run on the network. The results are shown below:
Table 6.1: Sensor Node, 100 Joules of Energy Results. CASS.
Network Setup

Data Messages Received Network Lifetime (Days)

Single Sink WSN

571774

15.9195

30% Lost Shift Rate

597563

15.9766

50% Lost Shift Rate

610130

15.9706

55% Lost Shift Rate

607990

15.9681

75% Lost Shift Rate

595692

15.9741

80% Lost Shift Rate

595692

15.9741

85% Lost Shift Rate

578880

15.9278

90% Lost Shift Rate

572111

15.9653
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As you can see from the first set of results, the samples taken at different shift
points were all better that the single sink WSN. The multiple sinks have out
performed the others at varying shift percentages using multiple sinks and the CASS
heuristic to get the most out of the network in the form of useful data messages.
While this is a limited trial the outcomes show at the maximal output using a 50%
shift rate you get over 38k more data messages from the network in relatively the
same time frame. Once you take into account that the initial energy of a sensor node
is about 18144 joules, two AA batteries, which is significantly more than this you
begin to see that over time the amount of data gather is potentially almost 7 million
message.

Scaled amount of messages = (current message count * scaled joule amount) /
current joule count

Single Sink WSN
X = (571774 * 18144) / 100
X = 103,737,231 messages

Multiple Sink WSN (CASS)
Y = (610130 * 18144) / 100
Y = 110,701,987 messages
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The second run of the network was ran using a different algorithm to shift
the sink. This second algorithm just selected the sink that was at the location from
the current sink. As you can see below the results are close but CASS beats out the
other algorithm by a bit.
Table 6.2: Sensor Node, 100 Joules of Energy Results. Furthest Sink Selection.
Network Setup

Data Messages Received

Network Lifetime (Days)

Single Sink WSN

571774

15.9195

50% Shift Rate

610113

15.9706

55% Shift Rate

507898

15.9681

75% Shift Rate

594486

15.9741

80% Shift Rate

594486

15.9741

85% Shift Rate

577093

15.9278

90% Shift Rate

572175

15.9653

By using CASS we can be sure the sinks will be selected in a manner that will
always give us the most out of the network in the form of data.
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CHAPTER 7

FUTURE WORK

The creation of CASS was just the beginning of the exploration of WSNs. The
next step will be to optimize CASS So that we can add weights to the clusters and
give move value to a higher concentration of sensor node clusters. We would use a
higher concentration because those clusters are more likely to have links that will re
establish that portion of the network and not shift as frequently to other nodal
clusters.
After the optimization of CASS, we would like to explore adding power
cycling to the sensor nodes in order to extend the life of the sensor nodes in the
network and overall extend the life of the WSN. While this is an efficient means of
extending the lifetime of the network it should in theory yield the same amount of
data from the network. While we are extending the life we are only doing so by
turning the nodes on and off. While the nodes are in an off (sleep) state they wont be
able to send and receive data from other nodes in the network. This will mean the
total active time of the node will be equivalent to the wake time if the nodes were
never put into a off state. This is what yields the same amount of data but over a
more extended period of time. Instead of leaving a WSN active for a year and a half it
might be possible to extend it to about three. Using this method the data might be
sparser but it will allow for the analysis of data in an environment over a longer
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period of time, which in some cases might benefit a researcher more than having
more data quicker.
Another possible area of future research will be to find an optimal shift range
that will yield consistent results. It will take the analysis of a lot of various random
network structures and shift percentages in order to get a general percentage that
will be useful in any WSN. This percentage might change with the number of sinks
that are in the WSN so it would also be wise to study the optimal sink to sensor node
ratios for the network. This will allow us to have a better idea of ideal network setup
without much work.
We think a smart thing to do is do a comparison between using CASS and
using the algorithms from Chen et al, Das and Dutta, Vincze et al. [5,6,7]. This will
allow us to study the affects of each method then determine if shifting our focus is
warranted in the field of WSNs.
The last thing might be a cost analysis to figure if the additional network
output is justified. Using a simulation in a academic environment can sometimes
leave you to forget about the price of an actual WSN that might go into production.
While having more sinks is more desirable, what will be the cost per extra message
received?
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION

As a whole the experimentation with adding multiple nodes seems to be a
success. When starting this you do not really realize how much work will actually go
into setting up simulations and tracking down bugs and inconsistencies in what you
expect and what you get. As we continue to go forward with this research we have a
new found understanding and respect for WSNs. With WSNs we can now explore
once unexplored pieces of terrain. While there is still a lot of work to be done in the
area, the outlook seems hopeful. This is not only for the research we am currently
working on, but other research that is going on with WSNs.
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APPENDIX

SIMULATION SOURCE CODE

WSNsim.cpp
// WSNsim.cpp : Defines the entry point for the console application.
//
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"stdafx.h"
"sinkNode.h"
"sensorNode.h"
"TransmissionManager.h"
"MessageGenerator.h"
<iostream>
<iomanip>
<fstream>
"xmlNodeLoader.h"

//PROTOTYPES
void printNodesToFile(sinkNode sinks[], sensorNode nodes[],char * filename);
void printResultsToFile(int cyclesran, int maxlevel, int totaldatamessages, string filename);
void printToScreen(int cyclesran, int maxlevel, int totaldatamessages);
void AddAllSinkLocations(sinkNode sinks[]);
//MAIN
int _tmain(int argc, _TCHAR* argv[])
{
int run = 0;
while (run <= 10){
bool LoadLastRun = true; //If you want to load the last run again
bool isSinkShifting = true; //If you want the sink to shift then use this flag
bool disableCycling = true;
switch (run){
case 0:
SHIFT_RATE = 0.45;
break;
case 1:
SHIFT_RATE = 0.50;
break;
case 2:
SHIFT_RATE = 0.55;
break;
case 3:
SHIFT_RATE = 0.60;
break;
case 4:
SHIFT_RATE = 0.65;
break;
case 5:
SHIFT_RATE = 0.70;
break;
case 6:
SHIFT_RATE = 0.75;
break;
case 7:
SHIFT_RATE = 0.80;
break;
case 8:
SHIFT_RATE = 0.85;
break;
case 9:
SHIFT_RATE = 0.90;
break;
case 10://no shifting
SHIFT_RATE = 0.00;
isSinkShifting = false;
break;
}
SHIFT_METHOD sm = SHIFT_METHOD::SHIFT_SINK_CLUSTER; //Circle is the default. If sink is not shifting because
of the flag above it will change to the appropriate one.
bool done = false;
cout<<"Starting Simulation."<<endl;cout<<endl;
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cout<<"Powering on nodes."<<endl;cout<<endl;
int resets = 0;
int totalMaxLevel = 0;
//means we are not shifting on current run.
if (isSinkShifting){
cout<<"Sinks will shift on this run."<<endl;cout<<endl;
}else{
cout<<"Sinks will not shift on this run."<<endl;cout<<endl;
sm = SHIFT_METHOD::SHIFT_SINK_NO_SHIFT;
}
cout<<SHIFT_RATE<<endl;
while (true) {
//cout<<"Starting Simulation."<<endl;
bool rountingSuccessful = false; //Since were using random points i would rather have all nodes
and good data rather than scattered bad nodes.
//cout<<endl;
int currentSink = 0; //default
//Do sink switching.
sinkNode sinks[NUMBER_OF_SINKS] = {sinkNode()};//you need to specify what to use to do the shift.
There are a few different algorithms for it.
//Loads the shift methods for the sinks
for (int i = 0; i < NUMBER_OF_SINKS; i++){
sinks[i].setShiftMethod(sm);
}
//Im going to assume since all sinces have the ability to communicate by either web or sat. then
they will automatically
//know the location of all other sinks.
AddAllSinkLocations(sinks);
sinkNode* sink = &sinks[currentSink];
//sink->active = true;//set the first sink as the active sink.
sink->setSinkActiveStatus(true);
sensorNode nodes[NUMBER_OF_NODES] = {sensorNode()};
if (disableCycling){
for (int i = 0; i<NUMBER_OF_NODES; i++){
nodes[i].setCycling(false);
}
}
transmissionManager tm(sinks, nodes);
if (LoadLastRun){
xmlNodeLoader xloader(sinks, nodes);
xloader.loadXML("nodestructure.xml");
}
//Will generate random messages
MessageGenerator mg(nodes);
//if (LoadLastRun)
//This will allow us to generate a list of ranodm numbers between 0 to 99 that will act as the
random node message selecton. Keeping this constant will make comparing results more accurate.
mg = MessageGenerator(nodes, "RandomNodalOutput.txt");
//In the intial power on the sinks will start to establish the tree and the nodes will send their
hellos.
//cout<<"Powering on nodes."<<endl;
//cout<<endl;
//init all nodes
sink->powerOn();
for (int i = 0; i<NUMBER_OF_NODES; i++){
nodes[i].powerOn();
}
//processTransmissions will process all pending outqueue transmissions
//The processtransmission will simulate all raidio transmission. This simulated transmission will
also
//do the lookups for neighbors since this is part of the transmission phase to send messages.
tm.processTransmissions();
//For this sim I will try to use all nodes. Since the distribution of every node is completely
random
//if i dont have a good distribution i will just start the process over again. I will give it 50
cycles.
int cyclesran = 0;
//The way in which the cycles are processed are as follows
//1) For the first 50 cycles all nodes are processed simultaniously.
//2) Once the routing tree is established then then sink will send down the LEVELANNOUNCE.
//3) Once this happens then nodes will set a timer to know when to begin
//This timer is a countdown until the actual cycles for each level of the network are to begin.
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//This timer is the maxLevel - currentLevel. Once this reaches 0 then it starts processing based
upon the wakeup timer.
//4) the cycles will only process nodes in which the wakeuptimer == 0
//This network has been mostly made to be completely self sufficent. It will figure out its on
paths and such will not be relient
// on any outside info. It will only need to know which nodes are in its range by using the radio
wave max distance.
while (true){
//on the 50th cycle if all nodes are not included then just start he process over with
new random variables.
if (cyclesran == 50 && sink->getFoundSensorNodesCount() < NUMBER_OF_NODES){
rountingSuccessful = false;
//cout<<"Resetting Simulation"<<endl;
//cout<<endl;
resets++;
break;//exit out because bad random values for node position. Then restart
}else if (cyclesran > 50 && sink->getFoundSensorNodesCount() == NUMBER_OF_NODES &&
rountingSuccessful == false){
cout<<"Resets: "<<resets<<endl;
cout<<endl;
if (!LoadLastRun){
cout<<"Printing Node Info to nodestructure.xml"<<endl;
cout<<endl;
printNodesToFile(sinks, nodes, "");
}else{
cout<<"Running Last Run"<<endl;
cout<<endl;
}
totalMaxLevel = sink->maxLevel;
rountingSuccessful = true;
}
//TODO:Switch sinks after sink shift
//Only Generate Messages if routing is complete cycle > 50 and also cycleran % maxLevel
= 0
if (cyclesran > 50 && (cyclesran % sink->getMaxLevel()) == 0){
//This will generate the random messages at the beginning of each full
network cycle.
mg.generateRandomMessages();
//mg.generateMessagesForAllNodes();
}
//This loop will allow all sink nodes to process messages.
for (int i = 0; i < NUMBER_OF_SINKS; i++){
sinks[i].run();
}
//This loop will allow all nodes to process messages.
for (int i = 0; i<NUMBER_OF_NODES; i++){
nodes[i].run();
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////TESTING PURPOSES
int dead_count = 0;
for (int i = 0; i<NUMBER_OF_NODES;i++){
if (nodes[i].isDead())
dead_count++;
}
if (dead_count >= 100){
//SHOULD NEVER BE HERE.
done = true;
break;
}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
tm.processTransmissions();
//cout<<cyclesran<<endl; //Just to print out cycle #s
cyclesran++;
if (cyclesran%5000 == 0)
cout<<cyclesran<<endl;
////////////////////Portion of no sink
shifting///////////////////////////////////////////
if (isSinkShifting == false){
if (sink->getNumberOfChildren() <= 0){
done = true;
break;
}
}
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/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int noreach = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < NUMBER_OF_SINKS; i++){
if (sinks[i].getNumberOfChildren() <= 0)
noreach++;
}
if (noreach == NUMBER_OF_SINKS){
done = true;
break;
}
}

if (done == true){
//get total data messages
int totaldatamessages = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < NUMBER_OF_SINKS; i++){
totaldatamessages += sinks[i].getDataMessageCount();
}
string mains("output");
std::ostringstream strs;
strs << SHIFT_RATE;
std::string srate = strs.str();
string ext(".txt");
string fullname = mains + srate + ext;
printResultsToFile(cyclesran, totalMaxLevel, totaldatamessages, fullname);// sink>maxLevel);
printToScreen(cyclesran, totalMaxLevel, totaldatamessages);//sink->maxLevel);
break;
}

}
run++;
}
return 0;
}
void printNodesToFile(sinkNode sinks[], sensorNode nodes[],char * filename){

string xmloutput = "<?xml version=\"1.0\"?>";
for (int i = 0; i<NUMBER_OF_SINKS;i++){
xmloutput += sinks[i].NodeXML();
}
for (int i = 0; i<NUMBER_OF_NODES;i++){
xmloutput += nodes[i].NodeXML();
}
ofstream myfile;
myfile.open ("nodestructure.xml");
myfile << xmloutput;
myfile.close();

}
void printResultsToFile(int cyclesran, int maxlevel, int totaldatamessages, string filename){
ofstream myfile;
myfile.open (filename);
double lifetime_in_seconds = (cyclesran/(maxlevel * 1.0)) * NETWORK_CYCLE;
double lifetime_in_hours = lifetime_in_seconds/3600;
double lifetime_in_days = lifetime_in_hours/24;
myfile<<"Sensor nodes started with 100 joules of energy"<<endl;
myfile << "Sensor network died at cycle: "<< cyclesran << endl;
myfile << printf("That is: \t Time in Seconds: %12.2f\n",lifetime_in_seconds);
myfile << "\t\t Time in Hours: " << lifetime_in_hours << endl;
myfile << "\t\t Time in Days: " << lifetime_in_days << endl;
myfile << "Suppose that all nodes use two AA NiMH battery, each with 9072 joule. The total supply
is 18144 joule,";
myfile << " according to http://www.allaboutbatteries.com/Energy-tables.html." << endl;
myfile << "Below is the lifelifetime when using AAA NiMH batteries." << endl;
double m = BATTERY_RATIO;
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myfile
myfile
myfile
myfile

<<
<<
<<
<<

printf("Sensor network died at cycle: %12.2f\n", cyclesran * m);
printf("That is: \t Lifetime in Seconds: %12.2f\n",lifetime_in_seconds * m);
"\t\t Lifetime in Hours: " << lifetime_in_hours * m << endl;
"\t\t Lifetime in Days: " << lifetime_in_days * m << endl;

myfile<<endl;
myfile<<"Total # of messages Received: "<<totaldatamessages<<endl;
myfile.close();
}
void printToScreen(int cyclesran, int maxlevel, int totaldatamessages){
double lifetime_in_seconds = (cyclesran/maxlevel * 1.0) * NETWORK_CYCLE;
double lifetime_in_hours = lifetime_in_seconds/3600;
double lifetime_in_days = lifetime_in_hours/24;
cout<<"Sensor nodes started with 100 joules of energy"<<endl;
cout << "Sensor network died at cycle: "<< cyclesran << endl;
printf("That is: \t Time in Seconds: %12.2f\n",lifetime_in_seconds);
cout << "\t\t Time in Hours: " << lifetime_in_hours << endl;
cout << "\t\t Time in Days: " << lifetime_in_days << endl;
cout << "Suppose that all nodes use two AA NiMH battery, each with 9072 joule. The total supply is 18144
joule,";
cout << " according to http://www.allaboutbatteries.com/Energy-tables.html." << endl;
cout << "Below is the lifelifetime when using AAA NiMH batteries." << endl;
double m = BATTERY_RATIO;
printf("Sensor network died at cycle: %12.2f\n", cyclesran * m);
printf("That is: \t Lifetime in Seconds: %12.2f\n",lifetime_in_seconds * m);
cout << "\t\t Lifetime in Hours: " << lifetime_in_hours * m << endl;
cout << "\t\t Lifetime in Days: " << lifetime_in_days * m << endl;
cout<<endl;
cout<<"Total # of messages Received: "<<totaldatamessages<<endl;
cout<<endl;
/*cout << "Press Enter to continue" << endl;
cin.ignore(100, '\n');*/
}
//This will add all sink location info. I could move it to regular communication if nessasary. I assume that
//since the sinks have long range transmission or through the internet that this doesnt nessasarily have to be
//sent through a radio transmission. This can be changed.
void AddAllSinkLocations(sinkNode sinks[]){
customTreeNode tn[NUMBER_OF_SINKS];
for (int i = 0; i<NUMBER_OF_SINKS; i++){
tn[i].ID = sinks[i].ID;
tn[i].x = sinks[i].x;
tn[i].y = sinks[i].y;
}
for (int i = 0; i<NUMBER_OF_SINKS; i++){
for (int j = 0; j<NUMBER_OF_SINKS;j++){
//sinks[i].allSinks.push_back(tn[j]);
//sinks[i].addSink(tn[j]);
sinks[i].addSink(&sinks[j]);
}
}
}

SinkNode.cpp
#include "stdafx.h"
#include "sinkNode.h"
#include "constants.h"
#include "message.h"
#include <iostream>
using namespace std;

//constructor
sinkNode::sinkNode(){
if (sinkID >= NUMBER_OF_SINKS + NUMBER_OF_NODES){
sinkID = SINK_START_ID;
}
this->ID = sinkID++;
this->survivedRate=1;
this->minCircleCalculated = false;
this->minCircleX = -1;
this->minCircleY = -1;
this->minRadius = 0;
this->runCount = 0;
allSinks.clear();
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active = false;
markAsNotActive = false;
sinkShiftTimer = -1;
levelUpdateTimer = -1;
this->runTreeSetup
= false;
shiftCycleCountdown = -1;
dataMessagesRecieved = 0;

}
//broadcast of treesetup to neighbors
void sinkNode::broadcastTreeSetup(){
pathSet.clear();
tree<customTreeNode>::iterator top;
top=pathSet.begin();
customTreeNode tn(ID, x, y);
nodesintree.push_back(tn);
//pathSet.insert(top, 0);
pathSet.insert(top, tn);
int issdf = 0;
message m;
m.type = TREESETUP;
m.originator = ID;
m.sender = ID;
m.receiver = ALL;
m.path.clear();
m.path.push_back(ID);
m.flooding = true;
m.sequence = this->setupSequence;
this->childrenOutQueue.push(m);
}
void sinkNode::calcSinkCircleMethod(){
//calculate min circle. using current layout.
Point p[NUMBER_OF_NODES + NUMBER_OF_SINKS];
Point b[100];
int count=0;

try {
int nitsize = nodesintree.size();
vector<customTreeNode>::iterator top = nodesintree.begin();
while (top != nodesintree.end()){
p[count] = Point((*top).x,(*top).y);
count++;
++top;
if (count >= NUMBER_OF_NODES + NUMBER_OF_SINKS){
break;
}
}

//get min circle and loads values
Circle cir = findSec(count, p, 0, b);
this->minCircleX = cir.p.getX();
this->minCircleY = cir.p.getY();
this->minRadius = cir.getRadius();
this->minCircleCalculated = true;
double lowestSinkDist=-1;
int lowestSinkID = -1;
//loads sink based on min circle. It uses the closest. but can be another.
for (int i =0; i < allSinks.size(); i++){
if (allSinks[i]->ID != ID){
//get dist from center of circle to to node.

double r2 = sqrt(
pow(allSinks[i]->x - minCircleX, 2.0) +
pow(allSinks[i]->y - minCircleY, 2.0));
if ((r2 < lowestSinkDist || lowestSinkDist == -1) && allSinks[i]->oneHopNeighbors.size() > 0){
lowestSinkDist = r2;
lowestSinkID = allSinks[i]->ID;
}
//keep track of min.
}
}
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if (lowestSinkID <= -1){
//ERROR!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
int hill=0;
throw "No Next Sink Found Could be a Min Circle ERROR";
exit(1);
}else{
nextSink = lowestSinkID;
}
}catch (...){
cout << "Catch-all hit" << endl;
}
}
void sinkNode::calcSinkClusterMethod(){
//step 1 Calculate nodes below number and inital clusters
tree<customTreeNode>::iterator top;
top=pathSet.begin();
tree<customTreeNode>::iterator sib=pathSet.begin();
while(sib!=pathSet.end(top)) {
//calc nodes below.
(*sib).num_nodes_below = pathSet.size(sib);
int testcount = (*sib).num_nodes_below;
int childcount = sib.number_of_children();
if (childcount > 1 && sib != top){
//Add Cluster
cluster newcluster;
newcluster.values.push_back((*sib).ID);
tree<customTreeNode>::iterator cpos = sib.node->first_child;
while (cpos != sib.node->last_child){
newcluster.values.push_back((*cpos).ID);
cpos=cpos.node->next_sibling;
}
clusters.push_back(newcluster);
}
++sib;
}
//Adding currenttrees to cluster also. these are trees in which the parent node has been deleted.
for (int i = 0; i < currenttrees.size(); i++){
tree<customTreeNode> curtree = currenttrees[i];
tree<customTreeNode>::iterator sib=curtree.begin();
while(sib!=curtree.end()) {
//calc nodes below.
(*sib).num_nodes_below = pathSet.size(sib);
int testcount = (*sib).num_nodes_below;
int childcount = sib.number_of_children();
if (childcount > 1 && (*sib).ID != (*top).ID){
//Add Cluster
cluster newcluster;
newcluster.values.push_back((*sib).ID);
tree<customTreeNode>::iterator cpos = sib.node->first_child;
while (cpos != sib.node->last_child){
newcluster.values.push_back((*cpos).ID);
cpos=cpos.node->next_sibling;
}
clusters.push_back(newcluster);
}
++sib;
}
}
//Combine clusters
//step two combine parents and kids
if (clusters.size() > 1){
vector<cluster>::iterator cit = clusters.begin();
while(cit != clusters.end()){
vector<cluster>::iterator cit2 = clusters.begin();
while(cit2 != clusters.end()){
if ((*cit).values[0] != ((*cit2).values[0]) && (*cit).isActive() &&
(*cit2).isActive()){
vector<int>::iterator valit = (*cit).values.begin();
while(valit != (*cit).values.end()){
if ((*cit2).contains(*valit)){
(*cit2).combine(*cit);
(*cit).setActive(false);
break;
}
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valit++;
}
}
cit2++;
}
cit++;
}
}
clearNotActiveClusters();
//step three combine clusters who has a node referenced twice in another clusters children.
if (clusters.size() > 1){
vector<cluster>::iterator cit = clusters.begin();
while(cit != clusters.end()){
vector<cluster>::iterator cit2 = clusters.begin();
while(cit2 != clusters.end()){
if ((*cit).values[0] != ((*cit2).values[0]) && (*cit).isActive() &&
(*cit2).isActive()){
vector<int>::iterator valit = (*cit).values.begin();
while(valit != (*cit).values.end()){
vector<int>::iterator valit2 = (*cit2).values.begin();
int links = 0;
while(valit2 != (*cit2).values.end()){
if (sensorChildren[*valit2].find(*valit) !=
sensorChildren[*valit2].end()){
links++;
}
if (links >= 2){
//combine
(*cit2).combine(*cit);
(*cit).setActive(false);
break;
}
valit2++;
}
valit++;
}
}
cit2++;
}
cit++;
}
}
clearNotActiveClusters();

//
int sinkid = -1;
int totalclusterreach = 0;
for (int i =0; i < allSinks.size(); i++){
int foundcount = 0;
if (allSinks[i]->ID != ID){

vector<cluster>::iterator clusterit;
int clusterreach = 0;
for (clusterit = clusters.begin(); clusterit != clusters.end(); clusterit++){
set<NODE_ID>::iterator childit;
for ( childit = allSinks[i]->children.begin(); childit != allSinks[i]->children.end();
childit++){
if ((*clusterit).contains(*childit)){
clusterreach += (*clusterit).values.size();
break;
}
}
}
if (clusterreach > totalclusterreach){
totalclusterreach = clusterreach;
sinkid = allSinks[i]->ID;
}

}
}
int cnum = 0;
//i need to go down an exta level just to determine if it has sufficent node access. using clusters.
if (sinkid == -1){
for (int i =0; i < allSinks.size(); i++){
int foundcount = 0;
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if (allSinks[i]->ID != ID){

//cnum = allSinks[i]->children.size();
if (cnum > allSinks[i]->children.size()){
cnum = allSinks[i]->children.size();
sinkid = allSinks[i]->ID;
}

}
}
}
if (sinkid == -1){
//throw "error";
//dont shift just die
}
//sink with the most reach;
nextSink = sinkid;
//TODO:Take out and replace with sinkCalculated
minCircleCalculated = true;
}
void sinkNode::calcSinkRevisedClusterMethod(){
//This will use my new method that has just not been implemented. Its a take on the old method but uses the data about a node
//and its neighbors instead of the data just from using the generated tree. This will be tree independent and passed to each sink.
//step 1 Calculate nodes below number and inital clusters
clusters.clear();
//clusters
map<int, set<int>>::iterator sensorneighborit;
for (sensorneighborit = sensorNeighbors.begin(); sensorneighborit != sensorNeighbors.end(); sensorneighborit++){
int nsize = (*sensorneighborit).second.size();
if (nsize >= 3){
cluster newCluster;
newCluster.values.push_back((*sensorneighborit).first);
set<NODE_ID>::iterator neit;
for (neit = (*sensorneighborit).second.begin(); neit != (*sensorneighborit).second.end(); neit++){
newCluster.values.push_back((*neit));
}
clusters.push_back(newCluster);
}
}

clearNotActiveClusters();

//Combine clusters
//step two combine parents and kids
if (clusters.size() > 1){
vector<cluster>::iterator cit = clusters.begin();
while(cit != clusters.end()){
vector<cluster>::iterator cit2 = clusters.begin();
while(cit2 != clusters.end()){
if ((*cit).values[0] != ((*cit2).values[0]) && (*cit).isActive() &&
(*cit2).isActive()){
vector<int>::iterator valit = (*cit).values.begin();
while(valit != (*cit).values.end()){
if ((*cit2).contains(*valit)){
(*cit2).combine(*cit);
(*cit).setActive(false);
break;
}
valit++;
}
}
cit2++;
}
cit++;
}
}
clearNotActiveClusters();
//step three combine clusters who has a node referenced twice in another clusters children.
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if (clusters.size() > 1){
vector<cluster>::iterator cit = clusters.begin();
while(cit != clusters.end()){
vector<cluster>::iterator cit2 = clusters.begin();
while(cit2 != clusters.end()){
if ((*cit).values[0] != ((*cit2).values[0]) && (*cit).isActive() &&
(*cit2).isActive()){
vector<int>::iterator valit = (*cit).values.begin();
while(valit != (*cit).values.end()){
vector<int>::iterator valit2 = (*cit2).values.begin();
int links = 0;
while(valit2 != (*cit2).values.end()){
if (sensorNeighbors[*valit2].find(*valit) !=
sensorNeighbors[*valit2].end()){
links++;
}
if (links >= 2){
//combine
(*cit2).combine(*cit);
(*cit).setActive(false);
break;
}
valit2++;
}
valit++;
}
}
cit2++;
}
cit++;
}
}
clearNotActiveClusters();
//Find next sink
int sinkid = -1;
int totalclusterreach = 0;
for (int i =0; i < allSinks.size(); i++){
int foundcount = 0;
if (allSinks[i]->ID != ID){
vector<cluster>::iterator clusterit;
int clusterreach = 0;

for (clusterit = clusters.begin(); clusterit != clusters.end(); clusterit++){
//rethink. many child can be in one cluster.
set<NODE_ID>::iterator childit;
for ( childit = allSinks[i]->children.begin(); childit != allSinks[i]->children.end();
childit++){
if ((*clusterit).contains(*childit)){
clusterreach += (*clusterit).values.size();
break;
}
}
}
clusterreach += int((double)allSinks[i]->children.size() * (double)1.5);
if (clusterreach > totalclusterreach){
totalclusterreach = clusterreach;
sinkid = allSinks[i]->ID;
}

}
}
int cnum = 0;
//i need to go down an exta level just to determine if it has sufficent node access. using clusters.
if (sinkid == -1){
for (int i =0; i < allSinks.size(); i++){
int foundcount = 0;
if (allSinks[i]->ID != ID){

//cnum = allSinks[i]->children.size();
if (cnum > allSinks[i]->children.size()){
cnum = allSinks[i]->children.size();
sinkid = allSinks[i]->ID;
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}

}
}
}
if (sinkid == -1){
}
//sink with the most reach;
nextSink = sinkid;
//TODO:Take out and replace with sinkCalculated
minCircleCalculated = true;
}
void sinkNode::calcNoSinkShift(){
nextSink = -1;
}
//calculates next sink.
void sinkNode::calculateNextSink(){
if (this->active){
switch (sm){
case SHIFT_METHOD::SHIFT_SINK_NO_SHIFT:
calcNoSinkShift();
break;
case SHIFT_METHOD::SHIFT_SINK_CIRCLE:
calcSinkCircleMethod();
break;
case SHIFT_METHOD::SHIFT_SINK_CLUSTER:
calcSinkRevisedClusterMethod();
break;
default:
calcSinkCircleMethod();
break;
}
}

}
void sinkNode::clearNotActiveClusters(){
//need to clear clusters marked not active
vector<cluster>::iterator it = clusters.begin();
while (it != clusters.end()){
if (!it->isActive()){
it = clusters.erase(it);
}else{
it++;
}
}
}
//marks nodes in the tree as deleted.
void sinkNode::markNodesDeleted(NODE_ID id){
customTreeNode tn(id,-1,-1);
tree<customTreeNode>::breadth_first_iterator top;
top=pathSet.begin();
bool found = false;
if (tn == *top){
found = true;
(*top).active = false;
}else{

tree<customTreeNode>::breadth_first_iterator sib=pathSet.begin_breadth_first();
while(sib!=pathSet.end_breadth_first()) {
if (*sib == tn){
found = true;
(*sib).active = false;
top = sib;
int belowtest = (*sib).num_nodes_below;
/////DELETE FROM CHILDREN OF SENSORS AND SINKS///////////////////
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for (int i = 0; i<sensorChildren.size();i++){
set<int>::iterator it = sensorChildren[i].find(tn.ID);
if (it != sensorChildren[i].end()){
sensorChildren[i].erase(it);
}
}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////
updateLostSensorNeighbor(tn.ID);
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
for (int i = 0; i < allSinks.size(); i++){
set<int>::iterator it = allSinks[i]->children.find(tn.ID);
if (it != allSinks[i]->children.end()){
allSinks[i]->children.erase(it);
}
}
vector<tree<customTreeNode>>::iterator vtit;
for (vtit = currenttrees.begin(); vtit != currenttrees.end(); vtit++){
tree<customTreeNode> curtree = *vtit;
tree<customTreeNode>::iterator tsib=curtree.begin();
if ((*tsib).ID != tn.ID){
currenttrees.erase(vtit);
break;
}
}
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Im about to test an actual delete
tree<customTreeNode> delsubtree = pathSet.subtree(sib, sib.end());
int pitsize = pathSet.size(sib);
tree<customTreeNode>::iterator treeit = delsubtree.begin(sib);
belowtest = treeit.number_of_children();
int counttest = delsubtree.size(sib);
///////////////////////////////////////////////
tree<customTreeNode>::iterator cpos = sib.node->first_child;
int tsizetotal = 0;
int savesizetotal = 0;
if (belowtest > 0 && counttest > 1){
while (true){
if (cpos == sib.node->last_child){
tree<customTreeNode> sub=
delsubtree.subtree(cpos,cpos.end());
int subsize = sub.size();
int subsizei = sub.size(cpos);
int id = (*cpos).ID;
int nb = (*cpos).num_nodes_below ;
tsizetotal += subsize;
savesizetotal += nb;
currenttrees.push_back(sub);
break;
}else{
tree<customTreeNode> sub =
delsubtree.subtree(cpos,cpos.end());
int subsize = sub.size();
int subsizei = sub.size(cpos);
int id = (*cpos).ID;
int nb = (*cpos).num_nodes_below ;
tsizetotal += subsize;
savesizetotal += nb;
currenttrees.push_back(sub);
cpos=cpos.node->next_sibling;
}
}
}

counttest = delsubtree.size(sib);
tree<customTreeNode>::breadth_first_iterator delit ;
for (delit = delsubtree.begin_breadth_first(); delit !=
delsubtree.end_breadth_first(); delit++){
deletedPaths.insert((*delit).ID);
curdeletedPaths.insert((*delit).ID);
}
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pathSet.erase_children(sib);
pathSet.erase(sib);
belowtest = (*treeit).num_nodes_below;
counttest = delsubtree.size(sib);

this->calculateNextSink(); //calculates new clusters;
if (belowtest >= this->initalTreeSize * 0.7)
levelUpdateTimer = this->maxLevel;
break;
}
++sib;
}
}
//}

for (int i = 0; i < allSinks.size(); i++){
allSinks[i]->removeNodeID(id);
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
deletedPaths.insert(id);
curdeletedPaths.insert(id);
return;
}
void sinkNode::removeNodeID(int dID){
set<int>::iterator it = this->children.find(dID);
if (it != this->children.end()){
this->children.erase(it);
}
deletedPaths.insert(dID);
curdeletedPaths.insert(dID);//remove later
}
//inital clearing of nodes
void sinkNode::a1(bool sinkShifted = false){

if (sinkShifted == false){
this->oneHopNeighbors.clear();
this->children.clear();
}
clearQueue(this->childrenInQueue);
clearQueue(this->childrenOutQueue);
this->pathSet.clear();
this->maxLevel = -1;
this->networkResetTime = -1;
this->setupSequence = getRandomNumber();
this->sinkSetupTimer = SINK_SETUP_TIME;
countdown(this->sinkSetupTimer);
this->treeAdjustTimer = -1;
testpath.clear();
currenttrees.clear();
curdeletedPaths.clear();
this->runCount = 0;
this->initalTreeSize = -1;
for (int i = 0; i<NUMBER_OF_NODES + NUMBER_OF_SINKS;i++)
atest[i] = false;
if (sinkShifted == false)
broadcastTreeSetup();
else{
this->runTreeSetup = true;
shiftCycleCountdown = 5;
set<NODE_ID>::iterator it;
for ( it = children.begin(); it != children.end(); it++){
message m;
//Send to Children
m.type = SINKSHIFT;
m.originator = this->ID;
m.receiver = (*it);
m.nextSink = this->nextSink;
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m.networkResetTime = this->networkResetTime;
m.flooding = true;
this->childrenOutQueue.push(m);

}
}
}
//hello processor
void sinkNode::a2(message m){
vector<neighbor>::iterator it;
bool found = false;
for (it = this->oneHopNeighbors.begin(); it != this->oneHopNeighbors.end();it++){
if (((neighbor)*it).ID == m.sender ){
found = true;
break;
}
}
if (found == false){
neighbor t;
s = t;
s.ID = m.sender;
this->oneHopNeighbors.push_back(s);
}else{
this->duplicated.insert(m.sender);
}
}
//Mypath processor
void sinkNode::a3(message m){
if (m.path[0] != this->ID)
return;
int ml=this->maxLevel ;
int ps=m.path.size();
if (ml< ps){
this->maxLevel = m.path.size();
}

vector<vector<int>>::iterator findit = find (testpath.begin(), testpath.end(), m.path);
if (findit != testpath.end())
return;//exits if whats coming in is already in testpath
testpath.push_back(m.path);
///need to check messages update status to see if it is an updated tree part
if (m.update && m.path.size() > 0){
int SensorNodeParent = m.newParent;
int SensorNode = m.originator;
customTreeNode cn;
cn.ID = SensorNodeParent;
tree<customTreeNode>::iterator treeit = find(pathSet.begin(), pathSet.end(), cn);
if (treeit != pathSet.end()){
//find in currenttrees
vector<tree<customTreeNode>>::iterator vtit;
for (vtit = currenttrees.begin(); vtit != currenttrees.end(); vtit++){
tree<customTreeNode> curtree = *vtit;
tree<customTreeNode>::iterator tsib=curtree.begin();
int cfnid = (*tsib).ID;
if ((*tsib).ID == SensorNode){
//then append currenttrees entry to treeit
customTreeNode dummy;
dummy.ID = -999;
tree<customTreeNode>::iterator dummyit = pathSet.append_child(treeit,dummy);
pathSet.replace(dummyit, curtree.begin());//replaces dummy with tree
int testsize = curtree.size();
//undelete subtree from deletednodes;
tree<customTreeNode>::breadth_first_iterator delit ;
for (delit = curtree.begin_breadth_first(); delit !=
curtree.end_breadth_first(); delit++){
int tid = (*delit).ID;
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deletedPaths.erase((*delit).ID);
curdeletedPaths.erase((*delit).ID);
}
currenttrees.erase(vtit);
sensorChildren[m.originator] = m.children;
sensorNeighbors[m.originator] = m.neighbors;
break;
}
}
}else{
this->childrenInQueue.push(m);
}

this->calculateNextSink();//Recalculate clusters.
return;
}

tree<customTreeNode>::iterator top;
top=pathSet.begin();
vector<int>::iterator vit;
vit = m.path.begin();
for (vit = m.path.begin(); vit != m.path.end(); vit++){
customTreeNode tn(*vit,-1 , -1);
atest[*vit] = true;
bool found = false;
if (tn == *top){
found = true;
if (tn.ID == m.originator && tn.x == -1 && tn.y == -1){
(*top).x = m.x;
(*top).y = m.y;
}
continue;
}else{
tree<customTreeNode>::sibling_iterator sib=pathSet.begin(top);
while(sib!=pathSet.end(top)) {
if (*sib == tn){
found = true;
top = sib;
if (tn.ID == m.originator && tn.x == -1 && tn.y== -1){
(*top).x = m.x;
(*top).y = m.y;
}
break;
}else{
found = false;
}
++sib;
}
if (found == false)
{
if (tn.ID == m.originator && tn.x == -1 && tn.y == -1){
tn.x = m.x;
tn.y = m.y;
}
nodesintree.push_back(tn);
pathSet.append_child(top,tn);
}
}
}
sensorChildren[m.originator] = m.children;
sensorNeighbors[m.originator] = m.neighbors;

}
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//Sends max level announce.
void sinkNode::a4(){
message m;
m.type = MAXLEVELANNOUNCE;
m.originator = ID;
m.sender = ID;
m.receiver = ALL;
m.maxLevel = this->maxLevel;
m.flooding = true;
m.sequence = this->setupSequence;
this->childrenOutQueue.push(m);
}
//lost processor
void sinkNode::a5(message m){
//find
markNodesDeleted(m.originator);
if (this->treeAdjustTimer == -1){
this->treeAdjustTimer = TREE_ADJUST_TIME;
countdown(this->treeAdjustTimer);
}
}

////tree adjust timer == 0
void sinkNode::a6(){
this->networkResetTime = this->universalClock + TREE_ADJUST_TIME;
set<NODE_ID>::iterator it;
//broadcasting to all childern.
for ( it = children.begin(); it != children.end(); it++){
message m;
m.type = MAXLEVELRESET;
m.sender = this->ID;
m.receiver = (*it);
m.maxLevel = this->maxLevel;
m.networkResetTime = this->networkResetTime;
m.flooding = true;
m.sequence = this->setupSequence;
this->childrenOutQueue.push(m);
}

}
//Initiates sink shift.
void sinkNode::a7(){
this->calculateNextSink();
if (nextSink == -1)
return;

this->networkResetTime = this->universalClock + TREE_ADJUST_TIME;
set<NODE_ID>::iterator it;
//broadcasting to all childern.
for ( it = children.begin(); it != children.end(); it++){
message m;
//Send to Children
m.type = SINKSHIFT;
m.originator = this->ID;
m.receiver = (*it);
m.nextSink = this->nextSink;
m.networkResetTime = this->networkResetTime;
m.flooding = true;
this->childrenOutQueue.push(m);

}
//This sink shift timer gives children and childrens children ect time for the message to propagate through the tree.
this->sinkShiftTimer = this->maxLevel;
}
void sinkNode::a8(message m){
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if (m.nextSink != this->ID){
return;
}
if (active == true)
return; //Duplicate Message from network
active = true;

char buffer[33];
itoa(ID, buffer, 10);
cout<<"New Sink: "<<ID<<endl;
a1(true);
}
//processes data messages received from nodes.
void sinkNode::dataProcessor(message m){
vector<int>::iterator seqiterator = find(processedSeq.begin(),processedSeq.end(),m.sequence);
if (seqiterator != processedSeq.end()){
return;//it should not find it or it has been processed
}
processedSeq.push_back(m.sequence);
this->dataMessagesRecieved++;
//cout<<"Got data message. originator: "<<m.originator<<" sender:"<<m.sender<<endl;
}

//power on
void sinkNode::powerOn(){
a1();
}
int sinkNode::getDataMessageCount(){
return this->dataMessagesRecieved;
}

//main loop for sink
void sinkNode::run(){
//decrements the sink shift timer if shink shift has been initiated. once it gets to 0 then all nodes have sinkshift and
//the next sink will be informed that it should proceed. This will be moved to its own function.
if (this->sinkShiftTimer > 0){
this->sinkShiftTimer--;
}else if(this->sinkShiftTimer == 0){
message m;
m.type = SINKSHIFT;
m.originator = this->ID;
m.receiver = this->nextSink;
m.nextSink = this->nextSink;
m.networkResetTime = this->networkResetTime;
m.flooding = true;
this->childrenOutQueue.push(m);
markAsNotActive = true;
sinkShiftTimer = -1;
processQueues();
return;//get out early because we still want to go one more loop.
}
//once 50 iterations has passed the sink will send out the maxlevelannounce. There is no reason the tree is not setup by
then. Maybe.
if (active && runCount == 51){
a4();
this->initalTreeSize = pathSet.size();
}
//if nodes not active then skip normal checks
if (active == true)
systemCheck();
//the node will still process its own queues for messages.
processQueues();
//dont change count if not active.
if (active == true)
runCount++;

}
//processess messages.
void sinkNode::processMessage(message m){
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switch (m.type){
case TREESETUP:
break;
case MYPATH:
a3(m);
break;
case HELLO:
a2(m);
break;
case DATA:
dataProcessor(m);
break;
case MAXLEVELANNOUNCE:
break;
case MAXLEVELRESET:
break;
case LOST:
a5(m);
break;
case LIFEPROBE:
break;
case LIFERESPONSE:
break;
case SINKSHIFT:
a8(m);
break;

}
}
//checks various items on the sink.
void sinkNode::systemCheck(){
//if it has been marked to not active then active will be set to false.
if (markAsNotActive == true){
active = false;
markAsNotActive = false;
return;
}
if (this->runTreeSetup == true && this->shiftCycleCountdown == -1){
runTreeSetup = false;
this->broadcastTreeSetup();
}else if (this->runTreeSetup == true){
this->shiftCycleCountdown--;
}

if (this->levelUpdateTimer > -1)
this->levelUpdateTimer -= 1;
//once 50 iterations have passed we know whe have the tree. so next we calculate the sink based off of all nodes in
tree.
if (runCount > 50 && this->minCircleCalculated == false){
this->calculateNextSink();
}
//shifts sink based off of shift rate.
double val = ((double)curdeletedPaths.size()/ (double)initalTreeSize);// ((double)deletedPaths.size()/
(double)initalTreeSize);//double val = ((double)deletedPaths.size()/ (double)NUMBER_OF_NODES);//initalTreeSize
if (val > SHIFT_RATE && this->sinkShiftTimer == -1 && this->levelUpdateTimer == -1){
a7();
a7();
}
}
void sinkNode::processQueues(){
//TODO::This needs to be put on a timer so that the loops process them one at a time and pull the first thing off of the
queue
processChildrenRx();
processChildrenTx();
}
void sinkNode::processChildrenRx(){
while (!this->childrenInQueue.empty()){
message m = this->childrenInQueue.front();
this->childrenInQueue.pop();
processMessage(m);
}
}
void sinkNode::processChildrenTx(){
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for(set<NODE_ID>::iterator it = this->children.begin(); it != this->children.end(); it++){
//fill childs in queue;
//simulating movement of messages outside of this class. will be handled by sim.
}
}
//finds smallest circle for all nodes. uses welzi's algorithm which is O(n)
Circle sinkNode::findSec(int n, Point p[], int m, Point b[])
{
Circle sec = Circle();
// Compute the Smallest Enclosing Circle defined by B
if(m == 1)
{
sec = Circle(b[0]);
}
else if(m == 2)
{
sec = Circle(b[0], b[1]);
}
else if(m == 3)
{
return Circle( b[0], b[1], b[2]);
}
// Check if all the points in p are enclosed
for(int i=0; i<n; i++)
{
if(sec.contain(p[i]) == 1)
{
// Compute B <--- B union P[i].
b[m] = Point(p[i]);
// Recurse
sec = findSec(i, p, m+1, b);
}
}
return sec;
}
void sinkNode::addSink(sinkNode* sink){
this->allSinks.push_back(sink);
}
bool sinkNode::isSinkActive(){
return active;
}
void sinkNode::setSinkActiveStatus(bool isactive){
this->active = isactive;
}
int sinkNode::getFoundSensorNodesCount(){
return testpath.size();
}
string sinkNode::getNodeType(){
return "Sink";
}
int sinkNode::getMaxLevel(){
return this->maxLevel;
}
int sinkNode::getNumberOfChildren(){
return children.size();
}
int sinkNode::getNextSinkID(){
return this->nextSink;
}
void sinkNode::updateLostSensorNeighbor(int lost_id){
//delete node itself
map<int,set<int>>::iterator snnit = sensorNeighbors.find(lost_id);//find(sensorNeighbors.begin(),
sensorNeighbors.end(), lost_id);
if (snnit != sensorNeighbors.end()){
sensorNeighbors.erase(snnit);
}
//delete node contained in other parts.
for (int i = 0; i<sensorNeighbors.size();i++){
set<int>::iterator it = sensorNeighbors[i].find(lost_id);
if (it != sensorNeighbors[i].end()){
sensorNeighbors[i].erase(it);
}
}
}
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void sinkNode::setShiftMethod(SHIFT_METHOD sm){
this->sm = sm;
}
SHIFT_METHOD sinkNode::getShiftMethod(){
return this->sm;
}
map<int, set<int>> sinkNode::sensorNeighbors;

SensorNode.cpp
#include "stdafx.h"
#include "sensorNode.h"
#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
//Not all functions in here will be commented since they will be self explanitory. I will comment all that is needed.
//If anything is not clear just let me know.
//The constructor will just load the IDs. It also randomizes the location but that is done in the base class by default.
sensorNode::sensorNode(){
if (nodeID >= NUMBER_OF_NODES){
nodeID = 0;
}
this->ID = nodeID;
nodeID++;
power = -1;
seqint = 0;
disconnected = true;
runcycles = true;
sleep = false;
}

void sensorNode::a1(){
this->oneHopNeighbors.clear();
this->duplicated.clear();
this->children.clear();
clearQueue(this->childrenInQueue);
clearQueue(this->parentInQueue);
clearQueue(this->otherInQueue);
clearQueue(this->childrenOutQueue);
clearQueue(this->parentOutQueue);
clearQueue(this->otherOutQueue);
this->level = -1;
this->maxLevel = -1;
this->MaxLevelAnnounceCountDown = -1;
this->pathFromSink.clear();
if (power == -1)
this->power = NODE_INITIAL_ENERGY;
this->backupParents.clear();
this->dead = false;
broadcastHello();
this->power -= .00000816;
this->nodeSetupTimer = NODE_SETUP_TIME;
countdown(this->nodeSetupTimer);
this->wakeUpTimer = -1;
this->childernReceptionTimer = -1;
this->childrenTransimissionTimer = -1;
this->parentTransmissionTimer = -1;
this->parentReceptionTimer = -1;
this->sleepTimer = -1;
this->parent= -2;
this->returnedChildren.clear();
cnum = 0;

}
//Powers on the node.
void sensorNode::powerOn(){
a1();
}
//Broadcast the hello to all nodes in range.
void sensorNode::broadcastHello(){
message m;
m.type = HELLO;
m.originator = this->ID;
m.sender= this->ID;
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m.receiver = ALL;
this->childrenOutQueue.push(m);
this->parentOutQueue.push(m);
this->otherOutQueue.push(m);
power -= ENERGY_SENDING_A_BROADCAST_MESSAGE;
}

//Sends messages to just the child nodes of this node.
void sensorNode::sendToChildern(message msg){
msg.sender= ID;
//Send to kids
set<NODE_ID>::iterator it;
for ( it = children.begin(); it != children.end(); it++){
message m = msg;
m.receiver = (*it);
if (m.receiver >= 0)
this->childrenOutQueue.push(m);
}
}
//Sends a message to the parent node of this node.
void sensorNode::sendToParent(message msg){
message m = msg;
m.receiver = this->parent;
m.sender= ID;
if (m.receiver >= 0)
this->parentOutQueue.push(m);
}
//sends to other nodes or any one hop neighbor node.
void sensorNode::SendToOther(message msg){
msg.sender= ID;
if (msg.receiver >= ALL)
this->otherOutQueue.push(msg);
}

//hello processor
void sensorNode::a2(message m){
vector<neighbor>::iterator it;
bool found = false;
for (it = this->oneHopNeighbors.begin(); it != this->oneHopNeighbors.end();it++){
if (((neighbor)*it).ID == m.sender ){
found = true;
break;
}
}
if (found == false){
neighbor t;
s = t;
s.ID = m.sender;
this->oneHopNeighbors.push_back(s);
}else{
this->duplicated.insert(m.sender);
}
}
//Treesetup processor
void sensorNode::a3(message m){
int p = m.path.size();

//See if path contains redundant paths wich make a loop;
set<int> dups;
pair<set<int>::iterator,bool> ret;
for (int i = 0; i < p ; i++){
ret = dups.insert(m.path[i]);
if (ret.second == false){
//cout<<"Duplicates in Path"<<endl;
return;
}
}
ret = dups.insert(this->ID);
if (ret.second == false){
//cout<<"Duplicates in Path"<<endl;
return;
}
///////////////////////////////
if (this->level != -1 && p >= level){
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neighbor n;
n.ID = m.sender;
n.pathFromSink = m.path;
n.level = m.path.size() - 1;
vector<NODE_ID>::iterator it = m.path.end();
if (m.path.size() > 0){
it--;
n.parent = *it;
this->backupParents.push_back(n);
}

return;
}
//i added the small protion below to weed out any reception of duplicate messages. It might not be needed but its here
for safty.
vector<int>::iterator it;
vector<int>::iterator it2;
it = m.path.begin();
it2 = pathFromSink.begin();
while (true){
if (it == m.path.end()){
return;
}
if (it2 == pathFromSink.end()){
break;
}
if ((*it) != (*it2)){
break;
}
it++;
it2++;
}
//Testing
if (m.path.size() > 0 && this->pathFromSink.size() > 0 && m.originator == this->pathFromSink[0] && m.path.size() >=
this->pathFromSink.size()){
return;
}
//cout<<"TreeSetup: "<<ID<<" SINK:"<<m.originator<<endl;
//sets level and then removes it if it is a child.
this->level = p;
this->pathFromSink = m.path;
this->pathFromSink.push_back(this->ID);
this->parent = m.sender;
this->children.erase(m.sender);
disconnected = false;
//Send to kids
message m1;
m1.type = TREESETUP;
m1.originator = m.originator;
m1.sender = this->ID;
m1.path = this->pathFromSink;
m1.sequence = m.sequence;
m1.flooding = true;
this->sendToChildern(m1);

power -= .000066912;
//sending to parent;
message m2;
m2.type = MYPATH;
m2.originator = this->ID;
m2.sender = this->ID;
m2.path = this->pathFromSink;
m2.sequence = this->getNewSeq();//m.sequence;
m2.flooding = true;
m2.x = this->x;
m2.y = this->y;
m2.children = children;
for (int i = 0; i < oneHopNeighbors.size();i++){
if (oneHopNeighbors.at(i).ID < NUMBER_OF_NODES)
m2.neighbors.insert(oneHopNeighbors.at(i).ID);
}
this->sendToParent(m2);
power -= .000066912;
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}
//Mypath processor
void sensorNode::a4(message m){
vector<int>::iterator seqiterator = find(processedSeq.begin(),processedSeq.end(),m.sequence);
if (seqiterator != processedSeq.end()){
return;//it should not find it or it has been processed
}
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
if (m.sender == parent){
}
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//since children uses a set datastructure there will be no duplicates entered.
this->children.insert(m.sender);
message m1;
m1.type = MYPATH;
m1.originator = m.originator;
m1.sender = this->ID;
m1.path = m.path;
m1.update = m.update;
m1.flooding = false;
m1.x = m.x;
m1.y = m.y;
m1.children = m.children;
m1.newParent = m.newParent;
m1.sequence = m.sequence;
m1.neighbors = m.neighbors;
this->sendToParent(m1);
processedSeq.push_back(m.sequence);
return;
}
//MAXLEVELANNOUNCE processor
void sensorNode::a5(message m){
if (maxLevel == -1){
this->maxLevel = m.maxLevel;
message m1;
m1.type = MAXLEVELANNOUNCE;
m1.originator = m.originator;
m1.sender = this->ID;
m1.maxLevel = m.maxLevel;
m1.flooding = true;
m1.sequence = m.sequence;
this->sendToChildern(m1);
//This will set the wakeup timer
this->wakeUpTimer = maxLevel - pathFromSink.size();
//when MaxLevelAnnounceCountDown gets to zero it signals to start processing in cycles by using wakeupTimer.
This gives all
//levels a chance to get the levelannouce so their wakeuptimers can be set.
MaxLevelAnnounceCountDown = maxLevel - level;
}
}
//Nodesetuptimer. I found no purpose for this since i have done this in maxlevelannouce.
void sensorNode::a6(){
this->power -= NODE_SETUP_TIME * NODE_RECEIVING_POWER;
this->wakeUpTimer = (NETWORK_CYCLE/ this->maxLevel) * (level - 0.5);
}
//Data message processor. It will forward the message to the correct target.
void sensorNode::a7(message m){
power -= ENERGY_RECEIVING_A_DATA_MESSAGE;
set<NODE_ID>::iterator it;
it = this->children.find(m.sender);
if (it == this->children.end()){
return;
}

if (m.finalReceiver == ID){
//cout<<"Got data message. from: "<<m.originator<<endl;
d.insert(m.data);
}else{
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it = this->children.find(m.finalReceiver);
if (it != this->children.end()){
m.receiver = (*it);
m.sender= ID;
this->childrenOutQueue.push(m);
//cout<<"forwarding to receiver: "<<m.receiver<<endl;
}else{
m.receiver = this->parent;
this->sendToParent(m);
//cout<<"forwarding from: "<<ID<<" forwarding to: "<<m.receiver<<" final destination:
"<<m.finalReceiver<<endl;
}
}
}
//If the node is dying it will send out a lost message to all nodes.
void sensorNode::a8(){
message m;
m.type = LOST;
m.originator = this->ID;
m.sender = this->ID;
m.originatorLevel = this->level;
m.receiver = ALL;
this->sendToChildern(m);
this->sendToParent(m);
this->SendToOther(m);
this->power -= .000014688;
this->dead = true;
char buffer[33];
char buffer2[33];
itoa(ID, buffer, 10);
itoa(this->parent, buffer2, 10);
//cout<<"A8 Node: "<<buffer<<" passing death message to:"<<buffer2<<endl;
}
//This will process a lost message and send it to the sink and also make any changes to its own parent if nessasary.
void sensorNode::a9(message m){
power -= ENERGY_RECEIVING_A_DEAD_BROADCAST_MESSAGE;
if (m.originator == this->parent){
if (this->backupParents.size() == 0){
if (this->dead == false){
char buffer[33];
itoa(ID, buffer, 10);
cout<<"Node: "<<buffer<<"Is Dead No backup Parents a09:"<<endl;
//tempdeadcounter++;
}
this->parent = -2;
message m1;
m1.type = LOST;
m1.originator = this->ID;
m1.sender = this->ID;
m1.originatorLevel = this->level;
m1.receiver = ALL;
this->sendToChildern(m1);
this->sendToParent(m1);
this->SendToOther(m1);
this->power -= .000014688;
/*char buffer[33];
itoa(ID, buffer, 10);*/
//cout<<"Node: "<<buffer<<"Is Dead No backup Parents a09:"<<tempdeadcounter<<endl;
return;
}
disconnected = true;
vector<neighbor>::iterator it;
it = this->backupParents.begin();
neighbor p = *it;
message m2;
m2.type = LIFEPROBE;
m2.sender = this->ID;
m2.receiver = p.ID;
this->SendToOther(m2);
this->power -= .00000816;
return;
}
vector<neighbor>::iterator it2;
for(it2 = this->backupParents.begin(); it2 != this->backupParents.end(); it2++){
if ((*it2).ID == m.originator){
this->backupParents.erase(it2);
break;
}
}
set<NODE_ID> temp_list;
set<NODE_ID>::iterator it3;
for(it3 = this->children.begin(); it3 != this->children.end(); it3++){
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if ((*it3) == m.originator){
temp_list.insert(*it3);
message m3;
m3.type = LOST;
m3.originator = m.originator ;
m3.originatorLevel = m.originatorLevel;
m3.receiver = this->parent;
this->sendToParent(m3);
this->power -= .000014688;
char buffer[33];
char buffer2[33];
itoa(ID, buffer, 10);
itoa(this->parent, buffer2, 10);
//cout<<"A9 Node: "<<buffer<<" passing child death message to:"<<buffer2<<endl;
this->children.erase(it3);
break;
}
}
/////////////////////////////
vector<neighbor>::iterator it4;
for(it4 = this->oneHopNeighbors.begin(); it4 != this->oneHopNeighbors.end(); it4++){
if ((*it4).ID == m.originator){
this->oneHopNeighbors.erase(it4);
break;
}
}
/////////////////////////////
if (m.sender == this->parent){
//cout<<"RECURSIVE LOOP"<<endl;
return;
}
message m3;
m3.type = LOST;
m3.originator = m.originator ;
m3.originatorLevel = m.originatorLevel;
m3.receiver = this->parent;
this->sendToParent(m3);
this->power -= .000014688;
char buffer[33];
char buffer2[33];
itoa(ID, buffer, 10);
itoa(this->parent, buffer2, 10);
//cout<<"A9 e Node: "<<buffer<<" passing death message to:"<<buffer2<<endl;
}
//Lifeprobe processor
void sensorNode::a10(message m){
if (this->ID != m.receiver){
return;
}
if (this->dead == true){
message m1;
m1.type = LIFERESPONSE;
m1.sender = this->ID;
m1.receiver = m.sender;
m1.alive = false;
this->SendToOther(m1);
}else{
message m1;
m1.type = LIFERESPONSE;
m1.sender = this->ID;
m1.receiver = m.sender;
m1.alive = true;
m1.path = this->pathFromSink;
m1.oldLevel = this->level;
m1.skip = disconnected;
this->SendToOther(m1);
}
this->power -= .000011424;
}
//Life Response Processor
void sensorNode::a11(message m){
if (this->ID != m.receiver){
return;
}
if (m.alive == true){
if (this->backupParents.size() > 0){
if (this->parent == m.sender){
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return; //already processed. no need to repeat.
}
/////SKIP///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
vector<int>::iterator fit = find(m.path.begin(), m.path.end(), this->parent);
if (fit != m.path.end()){//contains invalid parent
m.skip = true;
}

if (m.skip){ //Goto the next because the one requested is in an inconsitant state. It is not
connected to a sink.
neighbor p;
vector<neighbor>::iterator it;
it = this->backupParents.begin();
p = *it;
message m2;
m2.type = LIFEPROBE;
m2.sender = this->ID;
m2.receiver = p.ID;
this->SendToOther(m2);
this->power -= .00000816;
return;
}
vector<int>::iterator fit2 = find(m.path.begin(), m.path.end(), this->ID);
if (fit2 != m.path.end()){//contains invalid parent
return;
}

/////END SKIP//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////'

neighbor p;
p.ID = m.sender;
vector<neighbor>::iterator it = find(backupParents.begin(), backupParents.end(), p);
if (it != backupParents.end()){
this->backupParents.erase(it);
}
//it = this->backupParents.begin();
//p = *it;
int oldparent = this->parent;
//this->backupParents.erase(it);
this->parent = m.sender;
disconnected = false;
this->children.erase(m.sender);
this->pathFromSink = m.path;
this->pathFromSink.push_back(this->ID);
message m2;
m2.type = MYPATH;
m2.originator = this->ID;
m2.sender = this->ID;
m2.path = this->pathFromSink;
m2.sequence = getNewSeq();//ID;//m.sequence;
m2.flooding = true;
m2.update=true;
m2.x = x;
m2.y = y;
m2.newParent = this->parent;
m2.oldLevel = this->level ;
m2.children = children;
for (int i = 0; i < oneHopNeighbors.size();i++){
if (oneHopNeighbors.at(i).ID < NUMBER_OF_NODES)
m2.neighbors.insert(oneHopNeighbors.at(i).ID);
}
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this->sendToParent(m2);
power -= .000066912;
this->power -= .00007344;
this->level = m.oldLevel + 1 ; //Old level holds level from node the life probe came from.
}
}else{
if (backupParents.size() > 0 ){
neighbor p;
p.ID = m.sender;
vector<neighbor>::iterator it = find(backupParents.begin(), backupParents.end(), p);
if (it != backupParents.end()){
this->backupParents.erase(it);
}

if (this->backupParents.size() == 0){
if (this->dead == false){
}
this->dead = true;
message m;
m.type = LOST;
m.originator = this->ID;
m.sender = this->ID;
m.originatorLevel = this->level;
m.receiver = ALL;
this->sendToChildern(m);
this->sendToParent(m);
this->SendToOther(m);
this->power -= .000014688;
char buffer[33];
itoa(ID, buffer, 10);
cout<<"Node: "<<buffer<<"Is Dead No backup Parents a11:"<<tempdeadcounter<<endl;
tempdeadcounter++;
/*char buffer[33];
itoa(ID, buffer, 10);
cout<<"Node: "<<buffer<<"Is Dead No backup Parents a11:"<<tempdeadcounter<<endl;*/
}else{
it = this->backupParents.begin();
p = *it;
message m2;
m2.type = LIFEPROBE;
m2.sender = this->ID;
m2.receiver = p.ID;
this->SendToOther(m2);
this->power -= .00000816;
}
}
}
}
//Not sure if needed since moved wakeup timer setup to LEVELANNOUNCE
void sensorNode::a12(){
this->wakeUpTimer = (NETWORK_CYCLE / this->maxLevel) * (this->level - 0.5);

}

//SINKSHIFT Processor. Forwards message to children, clears all data, then sends hellos.
void sensorNode::a13(message m){
if (parent >= 0){
message m1;
m1.type = SINKSHIFT;
m1.originator = this->ID;
m1.receiver = ALL;
m1.nextSink = m.nextSink;
m1.networkResetTime = this->networkResetTime;
m1.flooding = true;
this->childrenOutQueue.push(m1);
this->parent = -1;
this->children.clear();
vector<neighbor>::iterator it4;
for(it4 = this->oneHopNeighbors.begin(); it4 != this->oneHopNeighbors.end(); it4++){
this->children.insert((*it4).ID);
}
clearQueueKeepSinkShiftAndData(this->childrenInQueue, m.nextSink);
clearQueueKeepSinkShiftAndData(this->parentInQueue, m.nextSink);
clearQueueKeepSinkShiftAndData(this->otherInQueue, m.nextSink);
clearQueueKeepSinkShiftAndData(this->childrenOutQueue, m.nextSink);
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clearQueueKeepSinkShiftAndData(this->parentOutQueue, m.nextSink);
clearQueueKeepSinkShiftAndData(this->otherOutQueue, m.nextSink);
this->level = -1;
this->maxLevel = -1;
this->MaxLevelAnnounceCountDown = -1;
this->pathFromSink.clear();
//this->power = NODE_INITIAL_ENERGY;
this->backupParents.clear();
this->dead = false;
this->power -= .00000816;
this->nodeSetupTimer = NODE_SETUP_TIME;
countdown(this->nodeSetupTimer);
this->wakeUpTimer = -1;
this->childernReceptionTimer = -1;
this->childrenTransimissionTimer = -1;
this->parentTransmissionTimer = -1;
this->parentReceptionTimer = -1;
this->sleepTimer = -1;
this->sleepTimer = -1;
this->parent= -2;
this->returnedChildren.clear();
cnum = 0;

broadcastHello();
}
}

//This is the main loop of the sensor node.
void sensorNode::run(){
if (dead)
return;
if (isCycleRunning()) {// run cycles
//If the MaxLevelAnnounceCountDown == -1 which means they are all running in sync since it has not recieved
notice from the sink on what the levels
//are and once the wakeup timer is set and MaxLevelAnnounceCountDown has ended it starts its cycle.
if ( MaxLevelAnnounceCountDown == -1 || (this->wakeUpTimer == 0 && MaxLevelAnnounceCountDown == 0)){

//Random Power Consumption to simulate death randomly over time.
int myrandom = this->getRandomNumber() % 1000 + 1;
if (myrandom == 7 && this->pathFromSink.size() != 0 && cnum>50 && maxLevel
!= -1){

}

//As long as this node is not dead then process.
systemCheck();
processQueues();
power -= WAKEUP_ENERY_CONSUMED*4;
power -= ENERGY_ACTIVE_LISTENING_AT_RECEIVING*2;
cnum++;

//If you have gotten into here becasue MaxLevelAnnounceCountDown == -1 then this if
will do nothing
//If MaxLevelAnnounceCountDown == 0 then it is because wakeuptimer is also 0 then reset
wakeuptimer.
if (MaxLevelAnnounceCountDown == 0){
this->wakeUpTimer = this->maxLevel;
}
}else{
//decrement counter. MaxLevelAnnounceCountDown > 0 then do countdown to start
wakeuptimer else if it is zero then decrement wakeuptimer.
if (MaxLevelAnnounceCountDown > 0 ){
MaxLevelAnnounceCountDown--;
}else if (MaxLevelAnnounceCountDown == 0){
this->wakeUpTimer--;
power -= ENERGY_SLEEP_PROCESSOR_PER_SECOND * (NETWORK_CYCLE/maxLevel);
}
}

}else{//No cycleling
systemCheck();
processQueues();
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//power -= WAKEUP_ENERY_CONSUMED*4;
power -= ENERGY_ACTIVE_LISTENING_AT_RECEIVING*2;
cnum++;
}
}
//Process message based on type.
void sensorNode::processMessage(message m){
switch (m.type){
case TREESETUP:
a3(m);
break;
case MYPATH:
a4(m);
break;
case HELLO:
a2(m);
break;
case DATA:
a7(m);
break;
case MAXLEVELANNOUNCE:
a5(m);
break;
case MAXLEVELRESET:
break;
case LOST:
a9(m);
break;
case LIFEPROBE:
a10(m);
break;
case LIFERESPONSE:
a11(m);
break;
case SINKSHIFT:
a13(m);
break;

}
}
//Various things to check on the node for each run.
void sensorNode::systemCheck(){

if (this->power <= WAKEUP_ENERY_CONSUMED && this->dead == false){
char buffer[33];
itoa(ID, buffer, 10);
cout<<"Node: "<<buffer<<"Is Dead :"<<tempdeadcounter<<endl;
tempdeadcounter++;
a8();
}

}
//Queues to be processed
void sensorNode::processQueues(){
//TODO::This needs to be put on a timer so that the loops process them one at a time and pull the first thing off of the
queue
processChildrenRx();
processChildrenTx();
processParentTx();
processParentRx();
}
//Rx of the childnodes
void sensorNode::processChildrenRx(){
while (!this->childrenInQueue.empty()){
message m = this->childrenInQueue.front();
this->childrenInQueue.pop();
processMessage(m);
}
}
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//tranfer. This will be handled by the transmission manager outside of this calss.
void sensorNode::processChildrenTx(){
for(set<NODE_ID>::iterator it = this->children.begin(); it != this->children.end(); it++){
//fill childs in queue;
//simulating movement of messages outside of this class. will be handled by sim.
}
}
//tranfer. This will be handled by the transmission manager outside of this calss.
void sensorNode::processParentTx(){

//simulating movement of messages outside of this class. will be handled by sim.

}
//Rx from parent.
void sensorNode::processParentRx(){
while (!this->parentInQueue.empty()){
message m = this->parentInQueue.front();
this->parentInQueue.pop();
processMessage(m);
}
}
void sensorNode::setParent(int parentID){
this->parent = parentID;
}
NODE_ID sensorNode::getParent(){
return this->parent;
}
int sensorNode::getPower(){
return this->power;
}
void sensorNode::addMessageToQueue(queueID qid, message m){
switch (qid){
case CHILD_IN:
this->childrenInQueue.push(m);
break;
case CHILD_OUT:
this->childrenOutQueue.push(m);
break;
case PARENT_IN:
this->parentInQueue.push(m);
break;
case PARENT_OUT:
this->parentOutQueue.push(m);
break;
case OTHER_IN:
this->otherInQueue.push(m);
break;
case OTHER_OUT:
this->otherOutQueue.push(m);
break;
}
}
bool sensorNode::isMessageQueueEmpty(queueID qid){
switch (qid){
case CHILD_IN:
return this->childrenInQueue.empty();
break;
case CHILD_OUT:
return this->childrenOutQueue.empty();
break;
case PARENT_IN:
return this->parentInQueue.empty();
break;
case PARENT_OUT:
return this->parentOutQueue.empty();
break;
case OTHER_IN:
return this->otherInQueue.empty();
break;
case OTHER_OUT:
return this->otherOutQueue.empty();
break;
default:
return true;
}
}
message sensorNode::getMessageFromQueue(queueID qid){
message m;
switch (qid){
case CHILD_IN:
m = this->childrenInQueue.front();
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this->childrenInQueue.pop();
break;
case CHILD_OUT:
m = this->childrenOutQueue.front();
this->childrenOutQueue.pop();
break;
case PARENT_IN:
m = this->parentInQueue.front();
this->parentInQueue.pop();
break;
case PARENT_OUT:
m = this->parentOutQueue.front();
this->parentOutQueue.pop();
break;
case OTHER_IN:
m = this->otherInQueue.front();
this->otherInQueue.pop();
break;
case OTHER_OUT:
m = this->otherOutQueue.front();
this->otherOutQueue.pop();
break;
}
return m;
}
string sensorNode::getNodeType(){
return "Sensor";
}
void sensorNode::GenerateDataMessageToSink(){
if (this->pathFromSink.size() > 0){
message m;
m.receiver = parent;
m.sender = ID;
m.originator = ID;
m.finalReceiver = this->pathFromSink[0];
m.data = 22;
m.path = this->pathFromSink;
m.path.pop_back();
m.type = DATA;
m.sequence = getNewSeq();
this->sendToParent(m);
power -= ENERGY_SENDING_A_DATA_MESSAGE;
}
}

TransmissionManager.h
#ifndef __TRANSMISSIONMANAGER_H__
#define __TRANSMISSIONMANAGER_H__
#include "sinkNode.h"
#include "sensorNode.h"
using namespace std;
class transmissionManager{
public:
//constructor takes nodes that will be used.
transmissionManager(sinkNode sinks[], sensorNode nodes[]){
this->sinks = sinks;
this->nodes = nodes;
}
//processes transmissions
void processTransmissions(){
processTransmissions(sinks, nodes);
}
private:
sinkNode * sinks;
sensorNode * nodes;
//loads all one hop neighbors based on distace from node n
void loadOneHopNeighbors(sinkNode sinks[], sensorNode nodes[],int id){
if (id >= NUMBER_OF_NODES){//sink node ids
for (int i = 0; i<NUMBER_OF_NODES;i++){
for (int j = 0; j < NUMBER_OF_SINKS; j++){
//distance
double r2 = sqrt(
pow(nodes[i].x - sinks[j].x, 2.0) +
pow(nodes[i].y - sinks[j].y, 2.0));
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if (r2 <= RAIDO_RANGE && !nodes[i].isDead()){ //node has to be alive. by
doing this here this is simulating a node not responding
neighbor n;
n.ID = nodes[i].ID;
n.parent = sinks[j].ID;
sinks[j].oneHopNeighbors.push_back(n);
sinks[j].children.insert(nodes[i].ID);

neighbor n2;
n2.ID = sinks[j].ID;
n2.parent = sinks[j].ID;
nodes[i].oneHopNeighbors.push_back(n2);
if(sinks[j].isSinkActive() == true){
nodes[i].children.insert(sinks[j].ID);
nodes[i].setParent(sinks[j].ID);
}
}
}

}
int ss = 0;
}else{
//id-=1;
for (int i = 0; i<NUMBER_OF_NODES;i++){
if (i != id){
//distance
double r = sqrt(
pow(nodes[i].x - nodes[id].x , 2.0) +
pow(nodes[i].y - nodes[id].x , 2.0));
if (r <= RAIDO_RANGE && !nodes[i].isDead() && !nodes[id].isDead()){//bothh
nodes have to be alive. by doing this here this is simulating a node not responding
neighbor n;
n.ID = nodes[i].ID;
nodes[id].oneHopNeighbors.push_back(n);
nodes[id].children.insert(nodes[i].ID);
neighbor n2;
n2.ID = nodes[id].ID;
nodes[i].oneHopNeighbors.push_back(n2);
nodes[i].children.insert(nodes[id].ID);
}
}
}
}
}

//sends to neighbor nodes.
void sendToNeighbors(sinkNode sinks[], sensorNode nodes[],int id, message m){
int sp=-3;
if (id >= NUMBER_OF_NODES){
vector<neighbor>::iterator it;
int counter = 0;
for(it = sinks[id - NUMBER_OF_NODES].oneHopNeighbors.begin(); it != sinks[id NUMBER_OF_NODES].oneHopNeighbors.end(); it++){
int neighborid = (*it).ID;
if (neighborid != sinks[id - NUMBER_OF_NODES].ID){
nodes[neighborid].childrenInQueue.push(m);
counter++;
}
}
}else{
vector<neighbor>::iterator it;
for(it = nodes[id].oneHopNeighbors.begin(); it != nodes[id].oneHopNeighbors.end(); it++){
int neighborid = (*it).ID;
sp=neighborid;
if (neighborid != nodes[id].ID){
if (neighborid >= NUMBER_OF_NODES)
sinks[neighborid - NUMBER_OF_NODES].childrenInQueue.push(m);
else
nodes[neighborid].childrenInQueue.push(m);
}
}
}
}
//sends to all nodes
void sendToAll(sinkNode sinks[], sensorNode nodes[],int id, message m){
if (id >= NUMBER_OF_NODES){
//sink
if (sinks[id - NUMBER_OF_NODES].oneHopNeighbors.size() == 0){
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loadOneHopNeighbors(sinks, nodes, id);
sendToNeighbors(sinks, nodes, id, m);
}
else{
//sendToNeighbors
sendToNeighbors(sinks, nodes, id, m);
}
}else{
if (nodes[id].oneHopNeighbors.size() == 0){
loadOneHopNeighbors(sinks, nodes, id);
sendToNeighbors(sinks, nodes, id, m);
}
else{
//sendToNeighbors
sendToNeighbors(sinks, nodes, id, m);
}
}
}
//sends to child nodes queue.
void sendMessageTochildrenInQueue(sinkNode sinks[], sensorNode nodes[], message m){
if (m.receiver >= NUMBER_OF_NODES)
sinks[m.receiver - NUMBER_OF_NODES].childrenInQueue.push(m);
else
nodes[m.receiver].childrenInQueue.push(m);
}
//send to parents nodes queue.
void sendMessageToparentInQueue(sinkNode sinks[], sensorNode nodes[], message m){
if (m.receiver >= NUMBER_OF_NODES)
int i =0;//sink->childrenInQueue.push(m);
else
nodes[m.receiver].addMessageToQueue(sensorNode::queueID::PARENT_IN,m);//nodes[m.receiver].parentInQueue.push(m);
}
//sends to sink in queue; this is for sink message passing. since a sink can have a longer transmission range
void sendMessageToSinkInQueue(sinkNode sinks[], message m){
sinks[m.receiver - NUMBER_OF_NODES].childrenInQueue.push(m);
}
//Main process of transmissions
void processTransmissions(sinkNode sinks[], sensorNode nodes[]){
int j = 0;
while(j < NUMBER_OF_SINKS){
while (!sinks[j].childrenOutQueue.empty()){
message m = sinks[j].childrenOutQueue.front();
sinks[j].childrenOutQueue.pop();
if (m.receiver == -1){
sendToAll(sinks, nodes, sinks[j].ID, m);
}else if (m.receiver >= NUMBER_OF_NODES){
sendMessageToSinkInQueue(sinks, m);
}else {
sendMessageToparentInQueue(&sinks[j], nodes, m);
}
}
j++;
}
int i = 0;
while( i < NUMBER_OF_NODES){

while (!(nodes[i].childrenOutQueue.empty())){
message m = nodes[i].childrenOutQueue.front();
nodes[i].childrenOutQueue.pop();
if (m.receiver == -1)
sendToAll(sinks, nodes, i, m);
else
sendMessageToparentInQueue(sinks, nodes, m);
}
while (!(nodes[i].isMessageQueueEmpty(sensorNode::queueID::PARENT_OUT)) &&
(nodes[i].getParent() != -2)){//while (!(nodes[i].parentOutQueue.empty()) && (nodes[i].getParentID() != -2)){
message m = nodes[i].getMessageFromQueue(sensorNode::queueID::PARENT_OUT);
if (m.receiver == -1)
sendToAll(sinks, nodes, i, m);
else
sendMessageTochildrenInQueue(sinks, nodes, m);
}
while (!(nodes[i].isMessageQueueEmpty(sensorNode::queueID::OTHER_OUT))){//while
(!(nodes[i].otherOutQueue.empty())){
message m = nodes[i].getMessageFromQueue(sensorNode::queueID::OTHER_OUT);
if (m.receiver == -1)
sendToAll(sinks, nodes, i, m);
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else
sendMessageTochildrenInQueue(sinks, nodes, m);
}
i++;
}

}
};
#endif

CustomQueue.h
#ifndef __CUSTOMQUEUE_H__
#define __CUSTOMQUEUE_H__
#include <queue>
using namespace std;
//not needed anymore.
template <typename type>
class customQueue: queue<type>{
public:
void clear(){
while(!&queue<type>::empty){
queue<type>::pop();
}
}
void push(type const &input){
queue<type>::push(input);
}
type pop(){
type temp = queue<type>::front();
queue<type>::pop();
return temp;
}
bool empty(){
return queue<type>::empty();
}
};
#endif
Message.h
#ifndef __MESSAGE_H__
#define __MESSAGE_H__
#include "constants.h"
using namespace std;
static enum MESSAGE_TYPES{
TREESETUP = 0,
MYPATH = 1,
HELLO = 2,
DATA = 3,
MAXLEVELANNOUNCE = 4,
MAXLEVELRESET = 5,
LOST = 6,
LIFEPROBE = 7,
LIFERESPONSE = 8,
SINKSHIFT = 9
};
class message{
public:
message(){
networkResetTime = -1;
this->alive = true;
this->flooding =false;
this->maxLevel = -1;
this->networkResetTime = -1;
this->nextSink = -1;
this->oldLevel = -1;
this->originator = -2;
this->originatorLevel = -2;
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this->path.clear();
this->receiver = -2;
this->sender = -2;
this->sequence = -2;
this->suspect = -2;
this->finalReceiver = -2;
this->type = HELLO;
this->data = -1;
update=false;
x = -1;
y = -1;
skip = false;
newParent = -2;
}
bool alive;
bool flooding;
int maxLevel;
double networkResetTime;
int nextSink;
int oldLevel;
int originator;
int originatorLevel;
//int path[30];
vector<NODE_ID> path;
int receiver; //ALL == -1
int sender;
int sequence; //Random num for message id
int suspect;
int data;
int finalReceiver;
bool update;
int x;
int y;
int newParent;
bool skip;
MESSAGE_TYPES type;
set<NODE_ID> children;
set<NODE_ID> neighbors;
message& operator=(const message &rhs){
this->alive = rhs.alive;
this->flooding = rhs.flooding;
this->maxLevel = rhs.maxLevel;
this->networkResetTime = rhs.networkResetTime;
this->nextSink = rhs.nextSink;
this->oldLevel = rhs.oldLevel;
this->originator = rhs.originator;
this->originatorLevel = rhs.originatorLevel;
this->path = rhs.path;
this->receiver = rhs.receiver;
this->sender = rhs.sender;
this->sequence = rhs.sequence;
this->suspect = rhs.suspect;
this->type = rhs.type;
this->data = rhs.data;
this->finalReceiver = rhs.finalReceiver;
update = rhs.update;
x = rhs.x;
y = rhs.y;
children = rhs.children;
skip = rhs.skip;
newParent = rhs.newParent;
neighbors = rhs.neighbors;
return *this;
}
};
#endif

Constants.h
#ifndef __CONSTANTS_H__
#define __CONSTANTS_H__
#include <vector>
using namespace std;
#define ALL -1
static const int MAX_NODE_ID = 1000;
static const int NETWORK_CYCLE = 20;
static const int NODE_INITIAL_ENERGY = 100; //joules
static const double NODE_RECEIVING_POWER = 0.048; //16ma x 3v = 48mw = .048 w
static double NODE_SETUP_TIME = 0.0001;//?
static const double NODE_TRANSMITTING_POWER = 0.051; //17ma * 3v = 51mw = .051w
static double SHIFT_RATE = 0.50;
static const int SINK_SETUP_TIME = -1;
static int TREE_ADJUST_TIME; //2 x MaxLevel x NETWORK_CYCLE
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#define NODE_ID int
#define NUMBER_OF_NODES 100
#define NUMBER_OF_SINKS 4
static int nodeID = 0;
static int tempdeadcounter = 0;
#define SINK_START_ID NUMBER_OF_NODES;
static int sinkID = SINK_START_ID;
static bool seedset = false;
#define RAIDO_RANGE 15
#define FIELD_WIDTH 100
#define FIELD_HEIGHT 100
#define WAKEUP_ENERY_CONSUMED
(0.016 * 3 * 0.01)
#define ENERGY_SENDING_A_DATA_MESSAGE 0.00008671875 // Unit: joule. That is (0.017 + 0.008)(Amp) * 3 (Volt) * (37 * 8 / (250 *
1024)) (second).
#define ENERGY_SENDING_A_DEAD_BROADCAST_MESSAGE 0.00002109375 // Unit: joule. That is (0.017 + 0.008)(Amp) * 3 (Volt) * (9 * 8 /
(250 * 1024)) (second).
#define ENERGY_SENDING_A_BROADCAST_MESSAGE 0.00002109375 // Unit: joule. That is (0.017 + 0.008)(Amp) * 3 (Volt) * (9 * 8 / (250 *
1024)) (second).
#define ENERGY_RECEIVING_A_DATA_MESSAGE 0.00008325 // Unit: joule. That is (0.016 + 0.008) (Amp) * 3 (Volt) * (37 * 8 / (250 *
1024)) (second).
#define ENERGY_RECEIVING_A_DEAD_BROADCAST_MESSAGE 0.00002025 // Unit: joule. That is (0.016+ 0.008) (Amp) * 3 (Volt) * (9 * 8 /
(250 * 1024)) (second).
#define ENERGY_ACTIVE_LISTENING_AT_RECEIVING 0.000072 // Unit: joule. That is (0.016 +0.008) (Amp) * 3 (Volt) * 0.001 (second).
#define ENERGY_SLEEP_PROCESSOR_PER_SECOND 0.000024 // Unit: joule. That is 0.000008 (Amp) * 3 (Volt) * 1 (second).
#define MESSAGE_GENERATION_PERCENTAGE 10 //PERCENTAGE
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#define BATTERY_RATIO 181.44
enum SHIFT_METHOD{
SHIFT_SINK_CIRCLE = 0,
SHIFT_SINK_CLUSTER = 1,
SHIFT_SINK_NO_SHIFT = 2
};
class customTreeNode{
public:
int ID;
bool active;
int x;
int y;
int num_nodes_below;
customTreeNode(int val, int x, int y){
ID = val;
active = true;
this->x = x;
this->y = y;
this->num_nodes_below = 0;
}
customTreeNode(){
ID = -1;
active = false;
this->x = -1;
this->y = -1;
num_nodes_below = 0;
}
customTreeNode& operator=(const customTreeNode &rhs){
this->ID = rhs.ID;
this->active = rhs.active;
this->x = rhs.x;
this->y = rhs.y;
this->num_nodes_below = rhs.num_nodes_below;
return *this;
}
inline bool operator == (const customTreeNode &rhs){
return (this->ID == rhs.ID);
}
};
class cluster{
public:
cluster(){
active = true;
}
vector<int> values;
bool contains(int val){
vector<int>::iterator it = values.begin();
while(it != values.end()){
if ( (*it) == val)
return true;
it++;
}
return false;
}
cluster combine(cluster val){
vector<int>::iterator it = val.values.begin();
while(it != val.values.end()){
if (!this->contains((*it)))
values.push_back(*it);
it++;
}
return *this;
}
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bool isActive(){
return active;
}
void setActive(bool val){
active = val;
}
private:
bool active;
};
#endif
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